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Abstract 
"A Survey of Kentucky's Architectural Heritage and Its Pre-
. servation" traces the evolution of Kentucky's architect(!re from the 
log cabins of the 18th century to the sky scrapers of the 20th cen-
tury. The scholarly study and preservation _of those_buildings 
which reflect the resourcefulness and changing tastes of the people 
of Kentucky depends on accurate and thorough records. Such records 
have been made available to historians, architectural historfons 
and preservationists through the efforts of the Historic American 
Building Survey,-and through the surveys by the Kentucky Heritage 
Commission. 
The early preservation movement in the Commonwealth was based 
on the premise of_ preserving homes associated with prominent indi-
viduals. These homes were opened as historic house museums and 
exhibited the possess~ons of the prominent individuals associated 
with them. The early preservation movement also included historic 
village museums. These museums,in addition to exhibiting possess-
ions of the inhabitants, also demonstrated the distinctive ways of 
life practiced by these individuals. 
In the mid-1960's preservation entered into a new era. This 
new era of preservation is based on the premise of preserving and 
protecting the historic built environment while at the same time. 
retaining it as a productive part of today's wor-ld. The Federal 
Government also became involved in the preservation movement by 
the enactment of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. 
This act provided for the expansion and maintenance of a National 
Register of Historic Places; established a matching grants-in-
' 
aid program for the pre~ervation of historic sites; and required 
the appointment of a preservation officer in each state. The 
Kentucky Heritage Commission was created by the General Assembly 
with the specific duties of establishing and providing a preserva-
tion program for the Corrmonwealth. Preservation has been further 
encouraged at the federal level by the passage of various tax acts 
which provide tax incentives to those who rehabilitate historic 
properties. 
Preservation activities during the 1960's and 1970's empha-
sized the restoration of individual sites; but preservation in the 
1980's is focusing on the revitalization of historic neighborhoods-
vii 
and historic downtown business districts in both large and small 
cities throughout the Commonwealth. 
The future of preservation appears to be secure due to the 
economy of recycling historic structures and to the interest in 
the preservation of the physical part of our cultural heritage .. 
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I have always had a special interest in the events in history 
and in the places in which they occurred. My interest increased 
after enrolling in the Historical Tour class taught by Mr. George 
T. Young. After seeing several of the beautifully preserved ex-
amples of historic sites accessible by the citizens and visitors 
to Kentucky, I became curious as to how effective the Preservation 
Movement had been in a state which has so many architecturally 
historic sites. The following is a survey of the evolution of both 
the architecture and the preservation movement in the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky. 
The survey of the architectural evolution in Kentucky was based 
on works written by Rexford Newcomb and Clay Lancaster,. two of the 
most noted authorities on the architecture of Kentucky. The re-
maining portions of the study were drawn from: classic books in 
the field of preservation, newspapers, periodicals, publications 
from the Kentucky Heritage Commission, state and federal government 
publications, and interviews with various members of the Heritage 
Commission and the Kentucky Department of Parks. 
The various periods of the development of the architecture in 
Kentucky were deyised by Rexford Newcomb and are as follows: 
A. Early Kentuckian (1750-86) 
Phase I: Log Cabins, Stations, and Forts 
Phase II: Squared-log and Log-framed Houses and Other 
Structures 
Phase III: Stone Buildings 
ix 
B. Kentucky Georgian and Federal (1786-1825) 
C. The Revival ( 1825-60} 
Greek ( 1825-60) 
Gothic ( 1835-60) 
D. Civil War (1860-65) 







The study focuses on the Central Kentucky area with emphasis 
on: Lexington, Louisville, Bardstown, Harrodsburg, Pleasant Hill, 
Georgetown and Maysville. This area was chosen because of its 
importance as the early cultural and business center of the state. 
Also, the earliest and most prominent architect/builders lived and 
practiced their trade in this area and therefore most of the out-
standing examples of their work are naturally located here. Fur-
thermore, the earliest examples of preservation occurred in Central 
Kentucky. 
1Rexford Newcomb, Architecture in Old Kentucky (Urbana: 
University of Illinois-Press, 1959), p. 29. 
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· CHAPTER I 
THE EVOLUTION OF-ARCHITECTURE IN KENTUCKY 
The following discussion will acquaint the reader with the 
wealth of architectural heritage which exists in the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky. Kentucky has examples of work by nationally known 
architects as well as outstanding examples of work designed by 
native Kentuckians. For several reasons, a considerable amount 
of attention has been devoted to the Ante-Bellum·period. The pri-
mary reason is that the Ante-Bellum period produced the most signi-
ficant examples of architecture in the history of Kentucky. Also 
these houses and public buildings were constructed before the art 
of building was transformed by the industrial age into a business. 
-
Furthermore, fewer examples of these structures have survived into 
the 20th century. The popular styles after the Civil War are 
treated more in terms of description rather than in an illustrative 
manner. This discussion of the· evolution of the architectural 
styles in Kentucky is based on a timetable in Architecture in Old 
1 Kentucky by Rexford Newcomb. Line drawings of the popular styles 
which have been constructed in the Commonwealth are contained in 
Appendix A. 
In our culture, architecture is an integral element and a 
description of the evolution of building methods and styles in an 
historic period provides insight into the character of society during 
1 
that period. The level of technological capabilities and standards 
of cultural expression are also provided in the form and quality of 
the buildings in each era. In a discussion of the evolution of 
architectural styles, the materials, the techniques of building in 
common use, and the capabilities of the local builders definitely 
have an effect on the buildings produced. 
Log Cabins 
By the time Kentucky was being explored and settled, the log 
cabin had become the customary pioneer shelter from the natural 
elements and from the enemies of the settlers. 
2 
The earliest permanent dwellings erected in Kentucky were in 
June of 1774 at what is now called Harrodsburg (Appendix A, Illus. 1). 
These dwellings were built inside a palisaded fort whic~ was used 
as defense against the Indians and wild animals. Inside this fort, 
the cabins were erected of round logs laid horizontally. These 
cabins had no window glass, architectural trim, or wooden flooring, 
so they provided only the most basic needs of their occupants --
protection from the elements. Fire for cooking and warmth was pro-
vided from fireplaces which were constructed on a stone base and 
the chimneys were made of "cats and clay" (small poles embedded in 
mortar). The "cats and clay" became like pottery after being ex-
posed to the heat from the constant fires. The roofs were made of 
rafters with poles laid over them, which provided the foundation 
for the heavy shingles with which they were covered. 2 
This description was specifically of the cabins which were con-
structed at Harrodsburg; however, this was the basic plan for the 
earliest dwellings built by the white settlers. These cabins, be-
cause of the perishability of the unseasoned logs from which they 
were built, have not survived into the twentieth century. The in-
stability of the building material was not the only force against 
these early cabins, for they "also became displaced by the changing 
cultural demands, aesthetics and ceased to function in the capacity 
for which they were originally built."
3 
The cabins in Phase I were usually built on one of the follow-
' 
ing plans: single-pen, or double-pen. The single-pen cabin (Appen-
dix A, Illus. 2) consisted of one room which was either square or 
rectangular and ranged in size from fourteen by fourteen to sixteen 
by twenty. This room might be divided into designated areas. The 
cabin had a firep_lace which was located at one of the gabled ends. 
There was usually one door which was located in the center of the, 
front wall of the cabin. The single-pen cabin was the basic unit 
of housing. Double-pen cabins were either two square rooms or 
3 
two rectangular rooms built end to end with a fireplace located on , 
one gabled end. Usually each room had its own outside door as 
4 
well as the connecting door between the two rooms. 
In Phase II the construction of these houses was given much 
more thought and attention. The most outstanding difference be-
tween the two phases was that the log houses were made from properly 
seasoned logs. This one fact explains the· reason for their survi-
val. Numerous examples from this second era of dwellings erected 
from logs are still extant. Examples of these structures can be 
found in both the eastern and central areas of the state. The log 
cabin had evolved into log houses which were built in a variety of 
forms: central passage houses, dogtrot houses, and saddlebag 
houses. 
The central passage house consisted of "three rooms," two 
rooms of equal size (usually rectangular) with a narrower passage-
way between them. The passageway had doors at each end making a 
front and rear exit. The rooms on either side of the passageway 
4 
had doors which opened into the passageway. Fireplaces were usually 
located at the ends of each room. This type construction could be 
either of one or two stories. A restored example of a two story 
central passage house is the Muldrow House, built in 1787, and is 
located between Rice Road and South Elkhorn Creek in Fayette County. 
This type house was popular throughout the state. 
Another type log house was the dogtrot house (Appendix A, 
111 us. 3). This was es sen ti ally 1 i ke the central passage house with 
the exception that the central passageway was left open. The whole 
house shared a continuous roof. This type construction is found 
occasionally in the mountains of eastern Kentucky, but is more 
generally foun·d in the central, western and southern parts of the 
state. This plan remained popular well into the 19th century, and 
is usually constructed of logs; however, some examples are known 
to exist as frame construction, but it is rarely constructed of 
brick. 5 
The last popular-type house of this era is the saddlebag 
house. The saddlebag house (Appendix A, Illus. 4) is made up of 
two square rooms usually about· sixteen feet square with a chimney 
with open faces to .either side between the rooms. The space be-
tween the chimney and the outside walls was sometimes enclosed 
5 
and used as storage space, or in some instances, the· space was left 
open and provided shelter for livestock. Each room had its own out-
side entrance. 6 
By 1800, log houses were not desirable especially in the lar-
ger settlements, and even when the rural home owner could afford 
something different, he did. The common people of the state were 
not in such a position until after the Civil War. 
The most popular "improvement" to the log house was the addi-
tion of weatherboards or clapboards. These weatherboards were then 
whitewashed rather than painted. The whitewash was made of slaked 
lime, which was lime mixed with either buttermilk or water into 
rather thick consistency. 7 The interior walls were also "improved" 
by the addition of plaster and quite often chair rails. Another 
"improvement" to these houses over their log cabin predecessors was 
the use of flooring. This was almost always elevated to an above-
ground position to prevent easy entry by snakes and rodents. Ye 11 ow 
poplar planks were generally used for flooring; ash or oak planks 
were also extensively used as floor timbers. 
Log Framed Houses 
The wood frame house made its appearance around 1790. Houses 
of this type were constructed of heavy timber framing jointed by 
pegged mortise and tenon joints, and was then in-filled with tamped 
earth or brick. The outside walls were sheathed with clapboard to 
provide weather protection for the frame and masonry. Shortly after 
1800,this form of construction went out of vogue, but its economy 
of construction was used in the construction of mod~st dwellings 
8 until balloon-framing came into use. 
Because of their susceptibility to fire, few examples of 
squared log construction and frame construction have survived to 
this time. 
The changes which the l o·g structures went through in Kentucky 
are physical evidence of the social changes which were occurring 
during this period. 
In Phase III there was a movement toward more permanent dwell-
ings and the use of stone and brick became popular. As is evident 
with the phases in the building of log structures, there was not 
a specific date at which stone structures became the rule. In 
parts of the state, specifically in parts of Eastern Kentucky, the 
log cabin was still the most prominent form of dwelling as late as 
the Civil War. This is especially true for the poorer classes, 
6 
because cheap building materials (logs) were still in plentiful 
9 
supply . 
. Stone Structures 
Quarried limestone was available from various parts of the 
state from very early times and was used in foundations, chimneys 
and modeled keystones, and occasionally for outside steps. It was 
also used for the primary building material in some residences. 
Mortar composed of lime with a binder of fine "pike dust~ gathered 
from the roads where the metal rims of wagon wheels pulverized 
rocks, was used in the masonry joints. lO From the descriptions ·of 
the examples of stone structures there must have been numerous 
talented stone masons working in the state during this time. 
One of the first groups to recognize the potential _of the Ken-
tucky River limestone were the Shakers of Pleasant Hill. The Sha-
kers built many of their domestic and civic buildings of this ex-
cellent building material. 
Stone structures evolved from simple plans into rather complex 
and elaborate structures as did their predecessors,the log struc-
tures. The early stone structures were usually constructed on a 
simple plan which consisted of a wid€ door which opened into a 
·large living room with smaller compartments surrounding it. As 
with the log structures, stone houses could be of either one or 
two stories. One such building was the house attributed to James 
McConnell. This house was called "Kentucky's Oldest House" and 
7 
stood from 1780 to 1957 on the north side of the Old Frankfort Pike. 
This was a low building which had flush cnimneys at each end; a 
centered front doorway flanked by two single windows and square 
openings in the upper gabled ends. 11 
In contrast to this simple structure is the Joel DuPuy farm-
house {Appendix A, Illu~. 5) in Woodford County. This house,which 
is built of cream-gray Kentucky "Marble" (limestone), has two 
stories with a central hall design. The kitchen -is a one-story 
wing connected to the main house by an open porch. 12 · 
Brick Structures 
8 
One of the earliest examples of a structure using brick as the 
building medium is the William Whitley house {Appendix A, Illus. 6) 
near Crab Orchard. Durfog the 1780's, brick became a popular building 
material, and since it was a processed material, it signified an 
advancement beyond the total reliance on natural resources of logs 
and stone of pioneer days. During this time there were few brick-
yards, which made it necessary for brick to be burned on the site of 
construction. Clay for the brick was usually obtained from the 
earth which was excavated for the foundations of the house, or from 
nearby pits. The popular size of these bricks was 2¼ X 4 X 8¼ 
inches. Observing the excellent condition of many of the homes 
built of this early burned-clay brick testify to its excellent 
l . d d b · 1 . 
13 
qua 1ty an ura, 1ty. 
The laying of these brick was usually in one of two modes: 
common bond or Flemish bond. In common bond, the simpler of the 
two styles, there was one row of headers laid to several rows, 
(usually four) of stretchers. Flemish bond consists of alterna-
ting headers and stretchers in each row or course, and was usually 
reserved for more important walls, as in the principle facade. 14 
In addition to the regular building brick, there were several 
other forms used in ornamental work. Moulded bricks were used in 
cornices and in water tables. Columns were constructed of radial 
bricks and the arches over Palladian windows employed rubbed bricks. 
The color of these brick was in tonal variations of red. The 
darker color was proportional to the degree of hardness and the in-
15 
tensity of heat in the firing process. 
Georgian Architecture. 
9 
Besides being the first house constructed of brick, the Whit-
ley house also introduced Georgian architecture, already well dev-
eloped in the east, to Kentucky. The brick in the Whitley house is 
laid in the Flemish bond pattern, the darker headers of which form 
the pattern of a diamond at either end and spell out the owner's ini-
tials, W. W., upon the facade. The double-hung windows containing 
fifteen panes, each 8½ inches by 10 inches are small and probably 
for defense purposes and are placed high above the floors. The front 
entrance has a transum but contrary to the typical Georgian structure 
has no sidelights; here again this could be due to the concern for 
defense. The house has very detailed carvings in much of the wood-
work.16 
10 
The Whitley house, with its placement of windows for defense 
purposes, is an example of adapting a style for a particular loca-
tion. Other houses which evolved from this, and other Georgian 
examples in Virginia, featured broad central halls with staircases 
up to a landing from which it returned to the second floor. This 
broad central hall was usually divided into the "front hall and the 
back hall" by an arch which was supported on delicately fluted 
columns. The ceilings in these houses were high, ranging from four-
teen to sixteen feet. The windows were also large, in proportion, 
being double-hung with either twelve or sixteen panes per sash. 
The combination of high ceilings and large windows and thick walls 
constructed of brick made these homes quite liveable in the hot 
summer months. Fireplaces with beautifully carved mantels in each 
of the main rooms made the houses pleasant in the winter months. 
Georgian architecture is named for Kings George I, JI, and 
III of England. The American Georgian style (Appendix A, Illus.7) 
was a combination of the English version of Roman classicism and 
Dutch Renaissance. In Kentucky, the style is typically constructed 
of brick and is symmetrical with gabled roofs. The main entrances 
were usually emphasized and ornately decorated with fanlights of 
either semi-circular or elliptical in shape. Classical details around 
windows and doors, while simple at first, became more lavish in 
late Georgian structures. The Georgian style, unlike the earlier 
designs built in Kentucky, was brought here by building trades-
men, masons and travelers. 
There were two forms which Georgian architecture took in Ken-
tucky. One was the pure symmetrical form; the main entrance in 
the center of the facade had a balanced number of windows on each 
side, and a central hallway, a style which was developed to a 
high form in the rural areas. The other style was built on an 
asymmetrical form: the main entrance was at one side of the struc-
ture rather than in the center. Many urban Georgian structures, 
because of restricted lot size, were built on the asymmetrical 
17 
arrangement. 
The accumulation of wealth in Kentucky, both in the towns and 
in the countryside, undoubtedly led to greater desire for more 
fashionable places of residence. Bet.ter modes of transportation 
made it easier for travel both to and from Kentucky and resulted 
in the new trends in architecture arriving much quicker than in 
times past.. In some instances notable eastern architects were 
employed to design buildings for Kentuckians. 
The houses from the Georgian era are among the choicest ever 
built in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The most famous of these 
homes is that of the Rowan family, Federal Hill (Appendix A, 
Illus. 8) in Bardstown. Most of the popularity of "Federal Hill" 
11 
is due to the fact that Stephen Foster is said to have been in-
spired by the life style he observed there and wrote "My 01 d Ken-
tucky Home." 18 
The typical Georgian plan consists of four chambers of equal 
size, two chambers on each side of a central hall. "Federal Hill" 
differs from the typical plan in that there is a service court 
which intervenes between the dining room and the detached kitchen 
wing. Thi's service court is located at the place where the right 
rear chamber should have been. The floor pl an of "Federal Hi 11" 
(Appendix A, Illus. 9) consists of only three rooms or chambers 
and a central hall. 
John Rowan's Pennsylvanian heritage is indicated by the use of 
narrow windows on either side of the front door. This is a well-
·-
known Pennsylvanian feature and· antedates the use of sidelights by 
some time. 
19 
Rowan's personal influence is quite evident through 
the use of items in groups of thirteen. Examples of this are: 
thirteen windows across the front of the house; thirteen stars 
placed into the brickwork; and thirteen risers in the stairway 
20 
that ascends to the landing above the rear door. 
This and the other early examples of Georgian architecture in 
the Commonwealth were built on a rather simple interior plan and 
were modified to fit the particular needs of the builder. 
One example which shows the Kentucky Georgian style at its 
peak is Wickland (Appendix A, Illus. 10). Wickland, which was 
12 
designed by John Marshall Brown and John Rogers for Charles A. 
Wickfield of Bardstown,was constructed in 1813. 
Of unique Georgian plan is Wickland near Bardstown. 
Here a typical hall runs through the house but a 
second hall, connecting with a side entrance, leads 
in from the right. The lower floor contains four 
beautifully proportioned rooms. A similar arrange-
ment above accommodates four large bedchambers with 
a smaller one over the main hall. At the rear and 
connected by an enclosed porch are the kitchen and 
servant's bedroom and above these a nursery and a-
"vagrants' chamber," used for transient workers. 21 
(Appendix A, Illus. 11) 
The main hall and the smaller hall both have entrances similar 
in design. The entrance on the west, being the main entrance, is 
more elaborate, but both have fanlights and sidelights. 
The woodwork in the house shows evidence of being carved by 
an accomplished craftsman. 22 
Another example of a Georgian structure which was designed by 
13 
an architect is the John Pope House (Appendix A, Illus. 12) in Lex-
ington. The Pope House was designed by Benjamin Henry Latrobe, the 
most notable of the eastern architects to have one of hi~ structures 
built in Kentucky. Latrobe has been credited with designing severa 1 
residences in Lexington_, but this one has been documented by Clay 
Lancaster, a noted architectural historian, as definitely being one . 
of Latrobe's designs. The plan for the house, dated January 9, 1811, 
presented the principal floor of the house as having a central 
rotunda, two round-ended drawing rooms, a butler's pantry, and three 
bedrooms. The principal floor was erected upon a high basement, 
r 
which was, by Latrobe's plans, to contain the kitchen, laundry and 
pantries in a separate building which was accessed by a dog trot 
porch. Because of the threat of fire, the placement of the kit-
chen in a separate building away from the main house was a trend 
in Kentucky residences. 23 
The exterior of the house is a two-story brick structure with 
a hip-roof. The principle entrance has a fanlight and there are 
regularly placed, shuttered, double-hung windows of _nine-pane 
sashes. The circular rotunda is lighted by a low, dome-crowned, 
octagonal cupola. 24 
Latrobe had earlier, in 1806, designed a brick building for 
the Kentucky Insurance Company. the building was comparable to 
structures of similar design in Washington and Baltimore. 
-
Again in 1817, Latrobe prepared drawings for a Kentucky build-
14 
ing. The 1817 drawing was for a proposed state armory. The armory 
plan ~e submitted to the legislature would have cost between $65,000 
and $i5,000 to build; however, Latrobe's plan was rejected by the 
1 . l 25 eg1s ature. 
F_rom the preceding paragraphs, it is evident that houses were 
no longer built only for shelter'. Houses had begun to have certain 
stylistic refinements which had been made possible in part by the 
wider variety of building materials that were imported and those 
that were manufactured locally. Only a relatively short time had. 
elapsed between the building of the Whitley House,circa 1786,to 
1806,when a nationally prominent architect designed a building for 
a Lexington resident. 
The early settlers had to rely upon wooden pegs for many of 
their assembl i ngs and framings, but nails were i ndi sp.ensab le for 
securing shingles, clapboards, and flooring. As early as 1788, 
nails were available in Lexington. 26 Edward West, a local inventor 
in Lexington, devised a mechanism for cutting nails, which was 
supposed to have the capability to "cut one thousand pounds of 
Iron into Nails of any size, in twelve hours." By the turn of 
the century cut brads and nails were available in sizes: 12-, 10-, 
8-, 6-, 4-, and 3 penny. Iron for nails and other· articles was 
being produced at the Bourbon Furnace in Bath County. 
Glass, however, still had to be imported into Kentucky. At 
first, there was not a great selection of sizes available in window 
glass, but by the end of the century windowpanes could be obtained 
27 
in the following sizes: 7 X 9, 8 X 10, 9 X 11, and 10 X 12. 
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The fashions of the time had sashes containing usually three panes 
across and two or three deep, and some larger sashes would have four 
across and three or four vertical rows. Federal Hill has sashes of 
four across and three vertical rows. 
Another item which had to be imported from across the moun-
tains for a time was hardware. Lexington by the mid 1790's had two 
firms which supplied the area with a variety of hinges and locks.
28 
Housebuilding and detailing were made easier and better by 
the availability of improved carpentry tools. A wide variety of 
chisels, turners tools, plane bits, and saws were available from 
the Parker Brothers store in Lexington during this same time. 29 
The settlement of Kentucky involved not only the transplanting 
of people but also an economy capable of serving community life. 
The rush to the West lured men of numerous trades, professions, 
and businesses, who brought with them their tools and experience. 
So Kentucky within a relatively short time saw a tremendous growth 
in population, architectural forms, and the implements·with which 
to build these structures. 
With the more frequent travel and the immigration of more 
skilled craftsmen into Kentucky came the introduction of Federal 
architecture (Appendix A, Illus. 13). 
Federal Architecture 
Federal architecture, taking its name from the new republic, 
rejected much of the English Georgian decoration. However, it re-
tained Georgian symmetry, pilaster-framed entrances, fanlights, 
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and side lights. Windows were more simply framed and roofs were 
often low. Exterior"-decoration was deemphasized, while interior 
decoration was given more prominence. The Adam brothers' influence 
was seen in the delica·te detail in cornices, entrances and interior 
features (especially mantels).
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A popular form which consisted of massive white-columned pedi-
mented porticoes against a red brick or boxlike hipped structure 
which had flanking wings joined by a pavilion was designed by 
Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson's form was more Roman than Adamesque. 
The evidence of Federal architectural influences in Kentucky 
took the form of giving greater influence to the main entrance. 
The gables in the roof were _turned to the front facade of the house 
rather than to the s1de. The doorways took on a definite Palladfan 
character. The central hall was replaced by an entryway with the 
stairway being moved into a nearby alcove. The Federal style was 
only a variant of the Georgian style in Kentucky. 
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On the Federal plan is Rose Hill (Appendix A, Illus. 14), 
erected by John Brand about 1818. The house is largely Georgian in 
style so far as its main mass is concerned, but Federal trends are 
reflected in its doorway and portico. The graceful portico is 
composed of fluted columns and the delicate work of its cornice and 
pediment are quite in the Adams style. The main portion of the house 
has a hip-roof and is flanked by lower wings. The end wings are 
much lower and advance several feet in front of the main section of 
the house. Through the passageways at each side of the house and 
through part of the front there is easy access to all parts of the 
house. The drawing room and parlor are located at the rear of the 
house facing the garden. At the rear of the house are the tw0-
storied kitchen and quarters for the houseservants. · Other out-
buildings include a smokehouse, a.brick privy, a stable and an icehouse. 
Today the house has been 1.Htle changed from its original 
building. The main changes are a kitchen in the main house and 
the installation of inside bathrooms. 31 · 
The first Kentuckian to designate himself an architect was 
Matthew Kennedy. Kennedy's work in Lexington has been documented 
through the Kentucky Gazette as early as 1812. In 1816, he was 
commissioned by Transylvania University to design and build a new 
facility to house the school. Kennedy made drawings, (the origin-
als of which are in the Transylvania University Archives), for the 
proposed building. His plans for the exterior, which reflected the 
influence of Charle_s Bulfinch, were changed considerably (Appendix 
A, Illus 15), but the room arrangement was evidently carried out 
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as planned. Later Kennedy was again asked by Transylvania to design 
and construct another building. This second building was for the 
Medica·l Hall and was constructed in 1827". Neither of these build-
ings has survived to this time. 32 
Greek Revival Architecture 
Greek Revival architecture (Appendix A, Illus. 16), intro·duced 
into Kentucky by Gideon Shryock, brought many noticeable changes 
both to the exterior and to the interior of the buildings designed 
along its lines. The most noticeable alteration to the exterior 
was the use of porticos, which were often quite large. These porti-
cos were supported by pilasters and columns in either the Corin- · 
thian, Doric, or Ionic style. The interior arch,which had been an 
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indispensable part of Georgian architecture,was no longer fashion-
able. Arches were replaced with heavy post-and-lintel systems and 
these new effects were explored with deliberation. Interior space 
was emphasized. Double parlors came into fashion. The double par-
lors, usually divided by tall sliding do.ors that rose to the entabla-
ture or by screens of free standing columns, were virtually o~e room. 
Internal embellishments of Greek triglyphs and anthemions replaced 
the earlier Adam sunbursts, rosettes, and stars. Interior wall-
paneling also went out of style. And the six-panel door, which was 
very popular in Georgian structures, was replaced by doors with 
fewer and larger panels. A door with only two vertical panels be-
came the hallmark of the Greek Revival period. Larger windows and 
windowpanes became popular. Main entrances became recessed and the 
portal flanked by columns, anatea or pilasters. Overall the average 
· 33 dwelling grew larger and more monumental. 
Gideon Shryock studied architecture with William Strickland, 
who was one of the nation's foremost Greek Revival architects. From 
this and previous studies in architecture, Shryock began his career. 
His first opportunity came shortly after his return from Philadel-
phia and his studies with Strickland. In 1827, the Kentucky legisla-
ture approved a bill for rebuilding the Statehouse, which had.been 
destroyed by fire in 1824. Shryock's design was the one chosen for 
the new Statehouse (Appendix A, Illus. 17).
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The Kentucky capitol was designed on the lines of the temple 
of Athena Polias at Priene in Ionia and is considered the first 
true example of Greek Revival west of the Allegheny mountains. The 
design of the building is true to its Greek heritage in that it 
has a portico, but the design of the interior was purely functional 
(Appendix A, Illus. 18). 
The capitol is a two-story hexastyle temple constructed of 
· cream-co 1 ored Kentucky marb 1 e. The 1 ower floor was designed 
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to house the Court of Appeals, a library, and various committee 
rooms; the second floor to contain the House of Representatives 
and the Senate, with their cloakrooms. A feature of the 
structure is a central circular staircase crowned by a dome 
and lighted by an oculus which is reflected by a circular, 
dome-crowned lantern on the roof. The foyer leads directly 
to this stairway. The plan is simplicity itself, and the 
arrangement becomes immediately obvious on entering the 
building.35 
"Certainly no Greek temple ever had a rotunda or staircase 
like those of the capitol, and no Greek temple ever had a dome and 
lantern. Although the spirit of the building is antique, the func-
tion is modern. 1136 
With the completion of the State house, Kentucky architecture 
began to make a dramatic change. Shryock then designed Morrison 
College (Appendix A, Illus. 19) for Transylvania University. Next 
he designed the Orlando Brown house in Frankfort. The design of 
this house represents one of the few departures Shryock made from 
the strict Greek Revival style. The Orlando Brown house is basi-
cally Georgian in style, but the ornaments are more in line with 
the Greek forms rather than with Georgian or Federal .37 
The design of a Greek temple, long and narrow, was not one 
which lent itself to residential living and Shryock showed his 
awareness of this with his designs. He designed houses which kept 
the main portion of the house in the Georgian tradition, but with 
the Greek details. His main alteration of the Greek style was the 
placement of the portico. In the "pure" Greek style, the portico 
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was situated on the narrow part of the house. In Shryock's and other 
examples of Kentucky Greek Revival, the portico was placed on the 
wider portion making the arrangement of the house more in line with 
the preferred Georgian arrangement of rooms. 
In the Bluegrass the characteristic Greek Revival residence 
is a symmetrical two-storied house which has an entrance sheltered 
by a pedimented tetrastyle portico the same height of the house 
-
with pilasters incorporated into the brick walls. The pilasters 
are coupled at the corners and the columns are arranged in pairs. 
The columns are constructed of wedge~shaped bricks and are usually 
unfluted. The brick in these columns is almost always covered 
with stucco and then painted. The bases and capitals of these 
columns are usually constructed of wood. The mai.n block of the 
house, which was usually two rooms in depth, has a transverse hall. 
At the rear of the house was a service ell. Greek Revival styles 
were popular from the 1 ate 1830' s unti 1 after the Civil War. The 
placement of larger Greek Revival houses was such that it placed 
the houses above the surrounding area, which gave a beautiful view 
both of and from the house. 38 
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Other examples of Shryock's genius are to be found in Jefferson 
County. His most important work was the Jefferson County Courthouse 
(Appendix A, Illus. 20). At the time that it was constructed, many 
felt that the courthouse was too large for Louisville, but James 
Guthrie, who proposed its building had hopes of Kentucky's capital 
being moved to Louisville. If indeed the capital were to be moved 
. to Loui svi 11 e, then the courthouse might be used as .the statehouse. 
Shryock began construction of the courthouse in 1838, but it was 
not completed until 1860 under the direction of Albert Fink. 
These are only a few examples of the work of Gideon Shryock 
who was the "Middle West's pioneer Greek Revivalist. 1139 
Kentucky had other Greek Revival architects and builders who 
were contemporary with Shryock. Many of their structures are still 
in existence and are examples of the good design and building 
abilities of these men. 
A local example of the excellent work of the period is the 
Mason County Courthouse in Mays vi 11 e. This courthouse, completed 
in 1849, was designed and built by Stanislaus and Ignatius Mitchell, 
Christopher Russell, and L. Pernell and is a "two-story, tetrastyle 
Doric temple set on a high basement and approached by a double 
flight of steps at the front. A pilastered portal pierces the 
principle facade; and a square clock tower with an octagonal turret 
above it adorns the roof." 40 
~nother example of Greek Revival architecture is Giddings 
Hall, at Georgetown College. Giddings Hall was designed and built 
under the direction of Dr. Rockwell Giddings during 1839. The 
building "presents a stately hexastyle Ionic portico which faces 
an avenue connecting the campus and the town. The columns, of 
radial brick, with stone capitals and bases. have never been 
41 stuccoed." 
The Greek Revival style was the end of the classical movement 
which drew its inspirations from the ancient Roman and Greek cul-
tures. The romantic movement, exemplified by Gothic Revival archi-
tecture (Appendix A, Illus. 21) was the next style to become pro-
minent in Kentucky. 
Gothic Revival Architecture 
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In Gothic Revival, ·our architectural heritage can again be 
traced to the work of Benjamin Henry Latrobe. Latrobe is referred 
to as the father of American Greek Revival, but he also introduced 
into the United States the first Gothic Revival structure, Sedgley 
(1799-1800), built for William Crammond near Philadelphia. William 
Strickland and Robert Mills, both students of Latrobe, each designed 
and constructed Gothic styled structures _in Philadelphia during 
1809. Mills designed the Bank of Philadelphia and Strickland de-
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signed the Masonic temple located on Chestnut Street. 
A. J. Downing, whose work was very influential in the formula-
ting and disseminating of Gothic Revival ideals in the United States, 
characterized the Gothic Revival style as the picturesque, 
in contradistinction to the·classic or Greek, which was 
designated the beautiful. By these terms he signified 
that the latter produced symmetrical, compact forms, with 
simple contours.; whereas, the former tended toward the 
asymmetrical having broken outlines. The Gothic Revival house 
snuggled into its environment, instead of remaining aloof 
from it, like the Greek Revival; it sat low upon the ground, 
its lacework of chimneystacks, pinnacles, towers, turrets, 
battlements,·gables, etc., blending into the tapestry of 
surrounding nature.43 
Gothic Revival was popularized in the Bluegrass by a native 
Kentuckian, John McMurtry. McMurtry was an apprentice of and work-
ed for Shryock. After a one year apprenticeship with Shryock, 
McMurtry was asked by his master to complete the work on Morrison 
College. During his career of fifty-six years as a builder-
architect, McMurtry produced ov,er 200 buildings most of which were 
residences. "McMurtry was fundamentally a builder, and for him 
. 
style followed system of construction rather than historical prece-
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dent.,.44 This is especially evident in the house built for Major 
Madison Conyers Johnson. The Johnson house, Botherum (Appendix A, 
Illus. 22), from the exterior, appears to be Greek Revival in design, 
but the use of- diamond shaped windowpanes, the bay windows, and the 
· Tudor arch before the West entry, and the octagonally s_haped chimneys 
are all of the Gothic Revival style. 45 
Alexander Jackson Davis, a prominent New York architect, de-· 
signed a residence, Loudoun (Appendix A, Illus. 23), for Francis Key 
Hunt which was built under the direction of McMurtry. 
The castellated house is long and rather shallow, the 
forms bui_l ding up irregularly to the pri nci pa 1 tower to 
one side of the entrance pavilion. The arcuated front 
doors, banks of windows, and oriels have lozenge panes; 
those of the drawing room and hall are filled with 
enameled glass in grape designs. Groups of chimney-
stacks, crenelated tops to the tower and turret, parapet 
walls rising above the roof, and pinnacles on the im-
portant gables give interest to the skyline.46 
After building Loudoun from the plans by Davis, McMurtry 
designed and built Ingelside (Appendix A, Illus. 24) for Henry 
Boone Ingels. 
The principal facade of Ingelside is a symmetrical com-
position in which the architect borrowed windows turret, 
chimney, and parapet details from the Loudoun design, 
cast iron pinnacles from Lewinski 's Christ Church, ·and 
a tracery porch perhaps from Downing. The dripmolds 
over the windows and doorways were of the same metal 
as the pinnacles, rather than of stone as at Loudoun .... 
The three divisions of Ingelside facade, with corner 
turrets, and the placement of the principal tower 
are reminicent of Blithwood ... pictured in the 
architect's Rural Residences of 1837 .... Circula-
tion throughout the house is facilitated through the 
location of the stairway at the angle of the plan. · 
Ingelside has a transverse central hall between the 
large drawing room and parlor, the stair vestibule 
behind the latter accessible from the hall.47 
These two houses represent the height to which Gothic Revival 
could reach. These edifices were truly castlelike, but not all 
Gothic Revival houses were of this grand style and proportion; 
many, in fact, bore no resemblance to castles (Appendix A, 
Illus. 25). 
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One example of a Gothic structure which does not resemble a 
castle is "Woodland Villa" not far from Paris. "Woodland Villa," 
like many other examples of Gothic architecture which are construct-
ed of wood, was built with the boards running vertically rather 
than horizontally. There is a centrally placed gable and a porch 
with tracery. In the main pa rt of the house as we 11 as in the two 
lateral wings, all openings are square headed rather than in the 
typical lancet style. Gothic Revival designs were rarely symme-
trical, but in Kentucky this was the rule rather than the excep-
tion. 
Gothic Revival homes never reached the height of popularity in 
Kentucky as they did in other surrounding states, especially in 
Ohio. The Federal and GreeR Revival styles were more to the taste 
of the residents of Kentucky. 
Gothic Revival, even though it was not a particularly popular 
style· for homes, was a very popular style for churches in Kentucky. 
The first mention of a church built in the Gothic style was in 
Louisville in 1811; however, neither the church nor a detailed 
description of it has survived to this time. Lexington also had 
an early church constructed in· the Gothic style, but again there 
are no surviving records which attest to its Gothic influence. 48 
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The earliest remaining Gothic styled church is Christ (Epis-
copal) Cathedral built in 1822 and located in Louisville. Another 
church, the Roman Catholic Cathedral of the Assumption (Appendix A, 
Illus, 26), located in Louisville, is ''perhaps as elaborate a 
romantic church as the ante-bell um period produced. 1149 This edifice, 
designed by William Kelly of Baltimore,was begun in 1841 and 
' 
completed in 1852. The building is constructed of brick, trimmed 
in stone, and has a spire that rises 287 feet into the air. The 
4,500 pound bell presented to the church by Monsignor LaBastida is 
enclosed in a belfrey. Above this is a square tower which trans-
forms into a pinnacled octagonal clock turret which is topped with 
a slender cross-crowned spire. M. M. Blin of Paris, Kentucky, 
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built the clock. The tracery in the tower and nave windows is curvi-
linear. Battlemented parapets of stone crown the buttresses of 
the nave. 50 
As with the homes constructed in the Gothic Revival style, not 
all churches were castle-like in their appearance. Pis·gah (Presby-
terian) Church {Appendix A, Illus. 27), located on the Pisgah-Mount 
Vernon Pike in Fayette County, is an example of a Gothic-style 
church. . 
. 
This church has no tower. It presents a simple lithic 
facade with a central, recessed, pointed doorway, flanked 
by shuttered pointed windows. In the gable are triple 
lancet windows. The white-painted, lacelike bargeboards 
are pierced by trefoil ornaments. These are filled 
with glass dating from about 1888. The interior wood-
work and decorations are in harmony with the building.51 
The original building on tnis site was constructed of logs and was 
replaced in 1812 by one constructed of stone. The 1812 structure, 
which had square headed openings,was remodeled in 1868 and was 
made to have Gothic lancet styled openings. 52 
Italianate Architecture 
The Italianate style (Appendix A, Illus. 28), which was popu-
lar just before and just after the Civil War, took fts characteristics 
from the common homes and buildings of the Italians rather than 
from the very rich. The main features of this style are overhang-
ing eaves supported on thin brackets, low-pitched roofs, towers 
both square and octagonal, cupolas, round-arch windows, porches 
and balconies. 53 
The name of Thomas Lewinski is most often associated with this 
style in Kentucky, even though he also designed many Gothic struc-
tures. 
Homes for members of the Clay family are among some of his 
most prominent work. The rebuilding of Henry Clay's Ashland was 
both designed and constructed by Lewinski. The floor plans remain-
ed practically the same as in the original home, but the exterior 
was changed from Federal {Appendix A, Illus 29) to Italianate 
(Appendix A, Illus. 30). The basic changes were as follows: 
quoins were added at the corners, cornices made heavier, 
chimneys elaborated, window headings arched, cast-iron 
hoods applied to those in the principal block, sashes 
throughout filled with large panes of glass,.a platform 
placed in front of the entrance bay and a broad terrace 
at the back, and iron balconies affi'xed to the front 
windows of the end pavilions. Yet the front doorway 
and enframement of the Palladian window above were 
replaced following the old lines.54 
Lyndhurst {Appendix A, Illus. 31), designed by McMurtry and 
built in Lexington for William R. Flemings, was built around an 
eight-sided hall. The motif was further· carried out by the 
insertion of wide doorways on four sides and alternating recessed 
niches on the other four sides. "He al so extends the form through 
28 
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the roof; and circular wells in the second, third, and fourth floors 
permit light from the windows in the belvedere to illuminate the 
center of the house all the way down to the principal floor. 1155 
The Civil War left Kentucky's economy in an extremely poor 
state of affairs. As reconstruction progressed, so did the econo-
mic standing for a few Kentuckians. With the "improved" economic 
situation came the resumption of building new houses. 
The first style to become popular was one that .had been intro-
duced just before the War. This was the Italianate style already 
described. Lewinski and McMurtry continued their work in this style 
until in the late 186O's. 
Reconstruction was the lowest ebb that American architecture 
had ever reached, but several young American architects, who had 
studied in Europe,returned to 
to the American architectural 
the States 
56 scene. 
French Renaissance Architecture 
and introduced new styles 
One of the new styles was the French Renaissance style 
(Appendix A, Illus. 32) which was introduced by Richard Morris 
Hunt. His style,which featured the use of mansard roof, was copied 
widely in public buildings and in homes. One of the outstanding 
examples of a private residence is the Bashford Manor on Bardstown 
Road in Louisville. 57 
Romanesque Architecture 
Henry Hobson Richardson was another of these young architects 
who brought new styles into the American architectural scene. 
Richardson worked with the massive masonry of Romanesque archi-. . 
tecture in southern France and in nor.thern Spain. The copies of 
Richardson's style are usually not as refined as his work and often 
look exceptionally heavy. Some good examples of Romanesque archi-
tecture in Kentucky "exhibit robust l i thi c facades incorporating 
both square-headed and round-arched openings. 1158 Some of the ex-
amples built in Louisville are the Louisville Trust Company Build-
ing and the Broadway Methodist Church. 
After the possibilities of French Renaissance and Romanesque 
styles_ had been exhausted, architects again turned to Europe for 
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more inspiration. There were models and motifs drawn from the 
Italian, English, Spanish and French. "But, in spite of infiltra-
tion of the Romanesque and the Gothic scene, Kentucky folk, for the 
most part, have retained a strong regard for classic architecture. 1159 
The next prominent architect in Kentucky was Henry Whitestone. 
Whitestone, ''an Irish trained English archit~ct, 1160 arrived in 
Louisville in 1853. He was in his career ''to provide the ambitious 
yet socially conservative city with·the architectural image it 
desired. 1161 His work set the standard for commercial and private 
palaces during the Civil War era. 
The Ford Mansion (Appendix A, Illus. 33), constructed in 1858 
and 1859, was the first example of a private residence designed by 
Whitestone. The style of this house was based on the Travellers' 
Club House in London, which was designed by Sir Charles Barry. 
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Barry was an advocate of the English version of the Italian Renaiss-
ance Revival style .. Whitestone modified this style to fit Kentucky 
tastes and needs. "The resulting adaptations by Whitestone of 
Barry's palazzi, which are at once urbane and subtly informal, 
set the pattern for innumerable residences in the city for over a 
quarter of a century. "62 
Renaissance Revival 
The Renai s·sance Revi va 1 was a 1 so characterized by "symmetri-
-cally formal straight-fronted buildings crowned with massive cor-
nices. Wall surfaces in the Roman-Tuscan derivation were usually 
smooth with rusticated quoins. Second-story windows were often 
emphasized, and balustraded balconies were sometimes used." 63 
Neo-Classic Revival 
Neo-Classic Revivals were popular from 1880-1940. This 
period was actually a time in which the styles of previous years 
were again used extensively. Some of the styles had actually 
n~ver gone out of vogue in Kentucky, especially Georgian.
64 
Eclecticism 
Beginning around the mid 1870's, however, no one particular 
style was prevalent; therefore, the term Eclectic has been used in 
describing the architecture of the late nineteenth and early 
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twentieth centuries. Eclecticism included such styles as: Carpen-
·ter Gothic (1870-1910), Queen Anne (1875-1900), Mansard (1860-1885), 
Vernacular Italianate(1865-1885), Stick Style (1875-1900), Shingle 
Style (1885-1900), Bungalow (1900-1930), Mission Revival (1895-
1840), Classic American Farmhouse (1800-1920), Colonial Revival 
(1855-Present), and Tudor Revival (1885-Present). 65 
Carpenter Gothic 
Carpenter Gothic (Appendix A, Illus. 34) was a very popular 
style in Kentucky and is easily recognized by the "gingerbread" 
ornaments used at the peaks of the gables, on brackets on porch 
posts and on cornices around the porch itself. The designs were 
made by holes and slots being cut out of the wood or by additional 
pieces being applied to other boards. 66 
Queen Anne 
Examples of the Queen Anne style (Appendix A, Illus. 35) were 
characterized by "a picturesque massing of variety of shapes and 
textures in a nonsymmetrical composition: gables, dormers, chim-
67 
neys, round turrets and oriel windows." The massing of variety 
was also found in the choice of building materials. Examples con-
structed of brick used terracotta for decorativ~ emphasis; while 
those constructed of wood used a mixture of smooth boards and clap-
d h d . h . 68 boards with shingles being use as t e ecorat,ve emp as1s. 
Vernacular Italianate 
The loos.e adaptions' of the "pure" Italianate models constructed 
by carpenter/builders account for a great many houses during the 
period just after the Civil War. These versions have roofs with 
massive cornices and large brackets "supporting them;" tall windows 
with ornate frames, often in bays, and porches with. columns with 
decorative brackets. Wood was the popular building material and 
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the siding was of paneled wood of clapboard. 
Stick Style 
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The Stick Style {Appendix A, Illus. 36) is a unique American 
style and is characterized by exterior boards which give an exagger-
ated sense of structural support. This style "features an asymme-
70 trical massing of shapes and variegated surface textures." The 
siding, whether it be horizontal or vertical boards, is divided in-
to panels with flat wooden trim boards. Boards in "X" patterns 
suggesting structural brackets were also used as additional trim. 
As with other styles of this period, the eaves of these houses might 
be decorated with either brackets or braces. This style was not as 
popular in Kentucky as were many of the others of this time.
71 
Shingle Style 
Outstanding characteristic details of the Shingle Style (Appen-
dix A, n l us. 37), an outgrowth of the Queen Anne and Col oni a 1 
Revival, are the use of wooden shingles as the covering for bo.th 
the roof and walls, gabled or gambrel roofs at 45° angles and ex-




The Bungalow (Appendix A, Illus. 38), with its plain block-like 
appearance, enjoyed popularity throughout the state. Houses of this 
style were characterized by a main roof extended forward to cover 
the front porch; "square elephantine porch posts; broad roof over-
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hang with exposed rafter ends and sometimes knee brackets." 
These houses were generally of one full story and a second story 
under the roof. 
Mission Style 
One of the styles which never enjoyed widespread popularity in 
Kentucky was the Mission Style (Appendix A, Illus. 39). These 
houses were characterized by a blocky general shape with stuccoed 
Or concrete walls, and red tiled sloping roofs. The openings of 
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these houses were often accompanied by round-headed arches. 
Classic American Farmhouse 
One of the most popular styles not only in Kentucky, but also 
throughout most of the United States was the Classic American Farm-
house (Appendix A, Illus. 40). This type structure was built in 
rural areas from the 1700's up to the 1900's and "is a direct des-
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cendent of the Colonial house." The floor plan is often the one 
used in Georgian houses. The exterior of the house is simple with 
the use of horizontal clapboard siding and the trim around the win-
dows and do.ors consisting of plain flat boards. While these houses 
are usually 2 to 2½ storys, there are many examples of one story. 
structures. 76 
Colonial Revival 
The Eclectic period also contained a revival of the_ Colonial 
Georgian and Federal styles. However, these adaptations of these 
earlier styles were not as gracefu_l ,as the originals had been. 
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The Colonial Revival (Appendix A, Illus. 41) exampies were built on 
a much larger scale which resulted in a rather heavy boxy appearance. 
The symmetrical floor-plans were retained as were the use of 
Palladian-style triple windows, columned porches, dentilled cornices 
and the frequent use of fanlights and sidelights around principal 
entrances. 77 
Tudor Revival 
Another style to be revived during this period was the imita-
tion of the half-timbered house of the Tudor period (Appendix A, 
Illus. 42). In some examples, stucco was used to fill the area 
between the timbers as it .was in the ori gi na l , but others used 
regular wood siding which had been painted a light color. The eaves 
under the gables were sometimes decorated with verge boards and the 
use of finials and pendants were occasionally used at the peaks of 
the gables. 
Beaux-Arts 
One of the most prominent new styles to make its appearance 
was Beaux-Arts. Beaux-Arts became very popular after the Columbian 
Exposition in 1893. Even though it was used principally in public 
buildings, w.·J. Dodd and Arthur Cobb, designed for Edwin Hite 
Ferguson 
. a Beaux-Arts confection unique in Louisville .... 
The baroque revival details both hark back to Whitestone's 
Renaissance revival ... and evoke the forms of the 
more modern Art Noveau, particularly in the flowing 
curv_es of the window frames and mullions. The compact 
block of·the house -- reacting against the varied 
massing of the Richardsonian vogue- -- is enlivened by 
the use of·red brick as a background for the fine stone-
work, and by the ba l us traded skyline. In spite of the 
florid detail, the design is integrated both vertically and 
horizontally by overlapping forms and emphatic edges.78 
(Appendix A, Illus. 43) 
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The most prominent architect of the 20th century has been Frank 
Lloyd Wright. An example of Wright's work in Kentucky is the house· 
he designed for Reverend Jessie R. Zeigler in 1910. This house 
which stands at 509 Shelby Street in Frankfort is not as unique 
as many of Wright's other designs, but it still exemplifies his 
79 
style of a modern dwelling. 
Modernism 
Mpdernj sm. has as its hallmark the Art Deco designs, which used 
"ornamentation combining rectilinear patterns, including zigzags, 
with geometric curves in the forms of polychrome low-relTef frames:• 80 
This "ornamentation around doors and windows and on panels stresses 
the ve~ticality of the skyscrapers for which the style was 
popularized. Stepped setbacks are 
appearance of having been chopped 
common giving the buildings the 
81 out of a block." 
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The preceding account of the evolution of architecture in Ken-
tucky has been an attempt to acquaint the reader with the quality 
of the architectural heritage of the state. Kentucky has an archi-
tectural heritage that has no rival west of the Allegheny Mountains, 
but if the destruction of these find old structures continues, 
Kentucky will lose one of its most important man-made resources. 
Conservation of these resources has become a concern of individuals, 
groups, and agencies of the local, state, and federal governments. 
The following chapters are designed to show the process by which 
these architectural sites have been identified and the various ways 
in which a number of them have been and are being preserved. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEYS OF HISTORIC SITES 
The scholarly study and historic preservation of America's 
architecture de.pends on accurate and thorough records. One of 
the most significant parts.of our man-made environment is our 
architectural heritage. 
From the first rude shelter to the modern skyscraper, the 
buildings erected in our country reflect the enduring re-
sourcefulness, improving modes of life, and changing arch-
itectural tastes of the American people. It is highly im-
portant that records be made of these historical links 
between past and future generations.1 
With the preceding idea in mind, a survey was planned. 
Historic American Buildings Survey 
. 
The Historic American Buildings Survey, begun in 1933, is the 
combined efforts of the National Park Service, the American Insti-
tute of ~rchitecture and the Library of Congress. Its immediate 
goals were to give gainful employment to the unemployed architects 
and to begin recording the history of the architecture of the United 
States. 
Historic Sites Act of 1935 
The Historic Sites Act of 1935 formally recognized the need 
for this survey and .made long range plans by authorizing the Nation-
al Park Service to conduct future surveys as needed. This act de-
clared that "it is a national policy to preserve for public use 
42 
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historic sites, buildings and objects of national significance 
for the inspiration and benefit of the people of the United States." 2 
The act further gave the Secretary of the Interior the authority to 
''secure, collate, and preserve drawings, plans, photographs and 
other data of historic and archaeologic sites, buildings and ob-
jects. "3 
With the explicit directions given to the Secretary of the 
Interior on how the survey would be recorded, the next step involved 
the selection of buildings to be included in the survey. It was 
finally decided that the Historic American Bui 1 dings Survey would 
collect: 
information on a wide range of American buildings 
selected both because of their intrinsic merit and 
their interest to architects, historians, preservation-
ists and others, and disseminate it for their use .. 
Its purpose is to give a complete resume of the 
building art by including all use-types, construction 
types, and periods. HABS includes workingmen's 
houses, outbuildings, mills, factories, bridges, 
and even provisional structures, such as shacks, 
that so often played an important role in our early 
history. HABS, as a whole and for individual projects, 
aims for a balance of subjects as well as the inclusion 
of all types. ,,4 
Every generation in history has erected both good and important 
buildings, but buildings from the earliest periods of any particular 
area are often the rarest. Emphasis is placed on recording build-
ings from all periods with the exception of the works of architects 
still living or buildings that are less than fifty years old. 5 
Specific instructions on how the survey was to be recorded were 
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published in Specifications for the Measurement and Recording of 
Historic American Buildings and Structural Remains. 6 The seventy-
one chapters of the American Institute of ·Architects were used as 
headquarters for the various areas in which the surveys were to be taken; 
7 
tliese chapters were also used to organize and implement the surveys. 
In planning surveys in any specific area, the types and num-
ber of the properties and the way in which they are to be recorded 
must be planned carefully. The allocation of a recording project 
depends heavily on the "number of unrecorded structures, which 
possess intrinsic merit, notably illustrate their type or period, 
represent known architects, builders, or craftsmen, or have a sig-
nificant place in the development of construction; building type or 
style. 118 Buildings can be recorded individually but are also re-
corded as part of a historic district. In 'taking a sur~ey, top 
priority and special attention are given to structures which are 
about to have their character changed bY major remodeling or if it 
is about to be demolished. 
The surveyors found the entire state of Kentucky, especially 
the area in the central part of the state, to be abundant with 
structures which were by outstanding architects and builders. There 
were also many examples of the development of types of construction 
and building styles. The most notable architect from the state was 
Gi dean Shryock and many examples of his work are to be found in 
Frankfort, Lexington, and Louisville. 
Of the many noteworthy properties recorded in Kentucky, the 
Old State House, designed by Shryock, was of special interest to 
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the surveyors since it was the first example of Greek Revival archi-
tecture in the West. Twenty-three sheets of scale drawings 9 were 
used to record the location plan, plot plan, floor plans, exterior 
elevations, general sections, decorative details, and structural 
10 plans of the Old State House. As this building is of considerable 
historic importance,· the records for it were carefully planned. 
The measured drawings in this and all ·other properties recorded in 
the survey required the services of either an architect or an ex-
perienced draftsman. 11 These scale drawings make up the most com-
plete type of records of the survey. (The average public building 
12 
had a set of from seven to twelve sheets; the Old State House set 
consists of twenty-three.) 
Photogrammetry 
Along w1th the scale drawings, the visual record was completed 
with the use of photographs of both the interior and the exterior of 
the structure. There were thirteen photographs taken .with a view 
14 
camera on large size negatives. This is another segment of the 
survey in which very Rrecise and technical work is performed by 
.. 
professionals. ·rt-is referred to as photogrammetry. Photogrammetry 
"requires special equipment and operators trained in its use. 
Usually pairs of photographs (stereopairs) are taken from measured 
station points and interpreted on a plotting machine. ;,l5 
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A ·written description pertaining to the construction and 
building ma·terials, basic form and notable features of the Old State 
House are recorded on the sheets which contain the drawings. 
Each of the other structures included in the early survey of 
Kentucky are also recorded in an appropriate number of scale draw-
ings and photographs. 
During the 1930's,a significant part of the survey was made; 
however, as economic conditions improved and jobs became· avai 1 able 
for ·the architects, most of the seventy-one field offices that had 
been established across the country were closed. 16 During World 
War II and the Korean Conflict very little was done on the survey, 
but during the middle 1950' s activity and .interest in the survey 
increased. Unfortunately, these surveys lack the detailed drawings 
which were part of the earlier ones. Much of the surveying since 
the 1950's has been done in the summers by faculty and students from 
schools of architecture, although in some areas local historical 
organizations and preservation groups have also taken part in the 
survey. 
HABS in the Library of Congress 
The Library of Congress maintains the Historic American Build-
ings Survey collection and it is available for public use. There 
are approximately 20,000 buildings from across the United States 
represented in these collections. These 20,000 buildings are 
described through "more than 34,000 measured drawings, 45,000 
' 
photographs, and 35,000 pages of architectural and historical 
d t ,.17 a a. 
Approximately one-third of the buildings listed ·in the HABS 
18 
have been destroyed. Many of the buildings,which no longer 
exist, were some of the most distinguished buildings in the United 
States. Examples of this are the Old Stock Exchange and the 
Garrick Theater in Chicago and the Pennsylvania Station in New 
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York City. "Because these buildings enriched, indeed defined the 
very character of the urban fabric of which they were a part, theirs 
is truly a grievous loss. Ominously, the forces that claimed them 
continue to assault the even smaller company of remaining land-: 
19 
marks." 
HABS in the Commonwealth 
In March of 1977, an exhibit entitled "A Perspective of Kentucky 
Architecture: The HABS in the Commonweal th;" opened at the Old 
Capitol Annex in Frankfort. The exhibit,jointly sponsored by the 
Kentucky Historical Society and the Kentucky Heritage Commission, 
consisted of fifty measured drawings and photographs and several 
20 
plaster models of historic buildings in Kentucky. 
HABS records have from the beginning been available for public 
use, but to facilitate the use of this collection .the Historic 
American Buildings Survey Catalog of the Measured Drawings and Photo-
graphs. of the Survey in the Library of Congress, March 1, 1941 was 
compiled and made available for use. This catalog and the 1959 
supplement to it have been used frequently by architects and the 
general public. 
HABS on Microfilm 
Until recently the only access to the vast resources of infor-
mation contained in the Historic American Buildings Survey was to 
travel to Washington, D.C. and use them with the aid of the staff 
at the Library of Congress. Now the entire HABS collection from 
1933 through 1979 is avai-lable in a microfiche edition which con-
sists of 1,400,600 frames of microfiche. The information in this 
co 11 ection is in the following format: 
The data relating to each building is arranged in alpha-
betical order by the nearest significant place name 
within each county, within each state. The records 
and photographs for each state are published on 
separa'te sets of microfiche, each set prefaced by_ 
an alphabetical list of counties in the state and a 
map of the state showing the county boundaries.21 
The availability of this collection on microfiche will enable re--
searchers access to it without the expense of travel and lodging 
in the Washington area. 
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With the emphasis of the HABS placed on giving a complete resume 
of the building art in the· United States, insufficient attention was 
given to historical and cultural aspects of the nation, and by the 
mid-1960's serious concern was 'being expressed over the fate of our 
cultural heritage. In 1965, a Special Committee on Historic Pre-
servation was created by the United States Conference of Mayors. 
This committee, made up of representatives from the areas of history,. 
architecture, public policy and planning, made anin~depth investi-
gation into the nature and needs of historic preservation in Amer-
ica. In their report, With ·Heritage So Rich, a more active role 
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in historic prese_rvation was proposed for the Federal government. 22 
The idea that "historic preservation is vital to our quest for a 
bett_er environment1123 was heeded in the proposal and passage of 
Public Law 89-665, the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.
24 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 
One of the major provisions of the National Historic Preserva-
tion Act was to provide each state with matching grants-in-aid to 
conduct surveys, and comprehensive statewide preservation plans. 
The preliminary survey in Kentucky was a joint effort of the Ken-
tucky Program Development Office and the Kentucky Herit~ge Commiss-
ion with tunding.for the survey being supplied by a grant from the 
National Park Service ,and from the state planning funds. The sur-
vey was designed. and coordinated by Spindletop Research Incorporated 
and was to be "a comprehensive survey of buildings, structures, 
objects, districts and sites of historical, archeological, archi-
tectural, and geological significance in the Commonwealth of Kentuc-
k 
,.25 y. 
This survey, while similar in many ways to the HABS,was designed 
to include archeological sites as well as those of architectural 
interest. 
Special emphasis was placed on identifying sites asso-
ciated with events that contribute to national, state 
or local history; sites associated with significant 
persons of the nation, the commonwealth and local 
areas; sites that embody distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period or method of construction, 
represent the work of a master builder, and possess 
artistic value.26 · 
Kentucky Heritage Cammi ssi on Survey 
The Kentucky Heritage Commission planned for the survey to in-
clude sites which would meet the criteria for inclusion in a 
national record for his_toric sites and those which would qualify 
for a state register of significant places. The Commission 
needed a comp~ehensive inventory of historic sites in order to 
plan and develop a·program for preservation and restoration of 
sites within the Commonwealth. 
The survey was specifically planned to include as many local 
persons as possible. A Kentucky Heritage Commission Representative 
was appointed in each of the 120 counties, and that person was to 
be responsible for coordinating.the survey in his county. The 
Executive Directors and their staff of the 12 Area Development Dis-
tricts were asked to serve as local coordinators. The survey was 
coordinated at the state level by the Assistant Director of the 
Kentucky Heritage Commission. While the framework of who·was 
actually going to take the survey was being arranged, Spindletop 
Research Incorporated was preparing the survey and how it was to 
be administered. 
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Spindletop Research Incorporated 
Spirtdletop was chosen to prepare and administer the survey 
because the Heritage Commission did not have sufficient staff to 
organize and implement a survey of this size. 27 
Spindletop began its technical assistance by organizing "a 
survey team with experience in data collection and planning plus 
28 knowledge of historic sites in Kentucky," and later held "an 
eight-hour seminar covering historic preservation, use of the 
THistoric American Building Survey Inventory' forms ... and 
29 
criteria for evaluating sites." 
In order to prepare the local Heritage Commission Representa-
tive and other interested individuals in the survey, seventeen 
training sessions were held; twelve of the sessions were held 
under the auspices of the Area Development Districts. Each of 
the meetings followed a uniform format consisting of 1) "the func-
tion and goals of the· Heritage Commission and the purpose of the 
statewide historic preservation survey; 113D 2) "the timetable for 
31 
completing the survey and historic preservation plan;' and 3) sur-
vey procedures. Each of the surveyors also received a manual which 
outlined the technical aspects of the survey and a sample of the 
form that was to be used in taking the survey. 
Criteria for Survey 
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The Kentucky surv.ey as we 11 as a 11 the other surveys which 
came about from the implementation of the Historic Preservation Act 
of 1966 used the following criteria: 
The quality of significance in American history, 
architecture, archeology, and culture is present 
in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and asso-
ciation, and: 
A. that are associated with events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns 
of our history; or 
B. that are associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past; or 
C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of 
a type period, or method of construction or that 
represent the work of a master, or that possess 
nigh artistic values, or that represent a 
significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack-individual distinction; or 
D. that have yielded, or.may be likely to yield, infor-
mation important in prehistory of history. 
Ordinary cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical 
-figures, properties owned by religious i nsti tuti ans or 
used for religious purposes, structures that have been 
moved from their original locations, reconstructed 
historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative 
in nature, and properties that have achieved significance 
within the past 50 years s~~ll not be considered eligible 
for the National Register .. 
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The criteria listed in the previous paragraph are used to eval-
uate properties and sites that are to be included in the national 
inventory. The Kentucky survey was designed to identify both those 
of national interest and those of interest to Kentucky state and 
local history. "E)(act criteria were not set for including a site 
in the survey1133 which pertained only to Kentucky history, but some 
of the guides suggested were these: 
All items identified in the survey as endangered. 
Any building or .structure for which an architect was listed. 
All covered bridges and iron furnaces. 
All archaeological sites and the most significant geological 
sites. 
The homes of Kentucky governors. 
Publicly owned historic properties. 
Architectural examples which may be unique or represent 
typically good design.34 
The survey usually had a completion date set forty days after 
the meeting and training session was completed. 
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Due to the lack of response from County representatives, sur-
veys were not conducted in several counties, and had to be completed 
with the aid of either the Heritage Commission, Area Development 
District personnel, or by personnel from Spindletop. 
Spindletop also did extensive research through county histor-
ies and local newspaper files to aid the survey. In counties 
where response to the survey was unsatisfactory, Spindletop under-
took extensive research to identify sites. 35 
Completed Survey 
Over 2,000 sites were identified and recorded during the course 
of the survey in the Commonwealth. 36 The findings of this survey 
were published· by the Heritage Commission as the Survey of Historic 
Sites in Kentucky which not only identified the sites by location 
but also placed them into the following categories: Prehistoric; 
Exploration, Settlement and Early Statehood; Governmental and 
Military Affairs; Economic History; Cultural, Intellectual, and 
Social History; and Architecture.
37 
In 1976 the Commission proposed-to the General Assembly that a 
new survey be taken by professionals. This proposal was approved 
and three teams of professionals, each team consisting of an archi-
tectural historian and an historian, began work on the new survey. 
The survey was to be completed within teh years, and to date more 
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than 70% of the survey has been completed. 
The recording of historic sites began with the programs esta-
blished under the Historic Sites Act of 1935 and were expanded 
and enlarged under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. 
The 1966 act authorized the Secretary of the Interior "to expand 
and maintain a national register of districts, sites, buildings, 
structures, and objects significant in American history, architec-
ture, archeology, and culture, herein referred to as the National 
Register. 1139 The National Register of Historic Places "is the 
official list of the Nati on' s cultural resource_s worthy of preser-
. ,,40 vat1on. 
-
The 1976 edition of The National Register of Historic 
Places, which contained all properti'es approved through 1974, has 
180 sites l i,sted for Kentucky, and as of February 1982, 870 addi-
tional sites have been added to.this list.
41 
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In reading the descriptions of the surveys that have been 
conducted in the state, it is obvious that there are distinct 
differences in both the aims and in the ways in which the surveys 
were conducted. The HABS had as its aim "to give a complete resume 
of the building art, 1142 but the Historic Sites surveys, while in-
cluding outstanding architecture, placed its emphasis on the signi-
ficance of the site and its relation in American history; also 
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the Historic Sites surveys include archeological sites. Another 
prominent difference in the surveys is in the manner in which they 
were conducted.: The HABS was conducted by either professional 
architects, or by faculty and students from schools of architecture; 
but the first Historic Sites survey conducted in the early 1970's was 
taken primarily by local individuals who had received only limited 
training. The second Historic Sites survey, begun in 1976, is being 
taken by historians, architectural historians, and individuals 
with professional training, and is a much more comprehensive listing 
than was the 1971 survey. 
As in the case of the HABS and any other surveys which might 
be conducted, the identification and recording.of historic sites 
·does not insure their physical preservation. Preservation must be 
a planned and organized undertaking. The planning and promotibn of 
preservation at the state level did not occur until the passage of 
the National Historic·Preservation Act of 1966 and the establish-
ment of the Kentucky Heritage Commission. The fo·ll owing chapters 
wi 11 describe the evolution of the preservation movement from its 
earliest examples of historic house museums to the current trend of 
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CHAPTER II I 
EARLY PRESERVATION EFFORTS 
IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
The preservation movement throughout the United States was 
established on the premise of preserving homes associated with 
prominent individuals in history. ·These sites were operated as 
museums and were open to the public for its education and enjoy-
ment. By the 192O's the preservation idea had been expanded to 
include villages, the foremost example being Williamsburg, Vir-
ginia. 
Historic House Museums 
These "historic house museums 111 are, in most instances, owned 
and operated by groups such as the ·Daughters of the American Rev-
olution, the National Society of the Colonial Dames, and women's 
clubs. However, in Kentucky the state government is the owner 
and operator of several of the most historic homes in the Common-
wealth. One of the earliest acquisitions of this type was Federal 
Hill (My Old Kentucky Home) in Bardstown. When the last Rowan 
descendent to live in the house offered it to the state, action 
was immediately begun in the legislature to secure the property, 
Federal Hi 11 
The preamble to House Resolution No. 42 gives the following 
justification for buying the mansion. 
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Whereas, said place is where Stephen Collins Foster 
wrote the immortal song, "My 01 d Kentucky Home" . . 
It would be highly appropriate for the State of 
Kentucky to acquire the said home and the lands be-
longing to the same, together with its furnishings, 
in order to
2
properly preserve and keep the same, as 
a memorial. · 
The act provided for a commission to be appointed to negotiate 
a price and terms for the purchase of the property. The commission 
appointed by Governor Edwin P. Morrow consisted of Robert W. 
_Bingham and A. T. Hert of Louisville; Mrs. Clement French of Mays-
3 
ville; and Ossa W. Stanley of Bardstown. Between June of 1920 
and March of 1921, the committee had acquired the funds, by popular 
subscription, and had purchased the property from Mrs. Madge Rowan 
Frost. The deed to the property was presented to the General 
Assembly in March of 1922. 4 
-
My Old Kentucky Home Commission, with Arch H. Pulliam as its 
head, was created to manage and maintain the m·ansion as a memorial. 
Federal Hill was maintained under this Commission until 1936 when 
it became the responsibility of the Department of Parks. 5 
Pioneer Memorial State Park 
60 
There are several historic villages in Kentucky, but the oldest 
example of this type preservation is the Pioneer Memorial State Park 
in Harrodsburg. The Pioneer Memorial State Park is a reconstruction 
of the first permanent settlement in the state. This site, like 
others, was one which had been allowed to deteriorate; in fact, the 
only evidence that there had ever been dwellings near the spot was 
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a neglected graveyard. With the funds from public subscription, the 
state government, and the federal government, the buildings were 
authentically reconstructed and furnished. In addition to this 
work, the Major Jaines Taylor Mansion was purchased.and opened as a 
museum. 
Within the reconstructed fort are reminders of many firsts in 
Kentucky. Some of these are Ann McGirty, who operated the first 
spinning wheel; the first preacher of the Gospel, John Lythe; the 
brother of Daniel Boone, Squire Boone; the first white child born 
in Kentucky; and is the area in which George Rogers Clark prepared 
his march into the Old Northwest Territory. Also within the grounds 
of the fort is located the first cemetery in the West. This ceme-




of fourteen various structures relating to the earliest settle-
. h 6 
in t e West. 
The George Rogers Clark Memorial, a bas-relief in granite of 
George Rogers Clark and his horse; a young pioneer and an old one; 
and a soldier bidding good-bye to his wife and child, was designed 
and sculpted by Ulric Ell erhusen, and was erected by funds appro-
7 priated by the federal government. 
The Pioneer Memorial State Park was dedicated on November 16, 
8 
1934, by President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Governor Ruby Laffoon. 
The previously described historic house museum and the museum 
vi 11 age are both owned and operated by the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
and are prime examples of the trends in early preservation efforts 
both at the national level and at the state level. Most examples 
of this type of preservation were the efforts of concerned citizens 
who "sought the public or private purchase of the properties. 119 
The historic house museum brought about a new branch of museum 
work: 
Th·e vogue of historic houses from the turn of the century 
to the .depression can be traced to several sources -
patr-iotic sentiments and interest in remnants of the 
Coloni.al era, the rapid growth of automobile touring, 
and the popularity of amateur photography.lo 
The historic house museum movement avoided the formality asso-
ciated with museums. Visitors to the houses were given tours on 
which interesting historical and background information was pre-
sented in an informal way. The houses were furnished in accordance 
with their historic period and were arranged so as to create· the 
feeling that the residents of the house were only away for a short 
time. 
The house museum environment extended beyond the house itself. 
Roadside markers were placed in such a manner as to attract the 
attention of passing tourists .. The grounds of the mansion were 
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also cultivated in a manner contemporary with the period of the site. 
In addition to the house and the grounds, there were areas in which 
refreshments and souvenirs could be purchased. 11 
The properties described above. are state owned and supported, 
but there are also many examples .of historic house museums and 
museum villages which are owned and maintained by groups or indivi-
duals. Two such properties are Ashland, the home of Henry Clay, 
and Pleasant Hill, Kentucky, a Shaker Village. 
Ashland 
Ashland is owned and maintained by the Henry C.lay Memorial 
Foundation. The Foundation was established in 1926 by Nannette 
McDowell Bullock, a great grand-daughter of Henry Clay, and Judge 
Samuel M. Wilson.
12 
Ashland remained Mrs. Bullock's private home 
until her death, but in her will provisions were made to open Ash-
13 land to the public and maintain it as a historic house. 
The present Asliland was rebuilt by James B. Clay, son of Henry 
Clay, in 1857, because the load bearing walls of the house could no 
longer be made safe through repairs. "Although the disposition of 
the original Ashland was retained, the style of the building was 
changed. 1114 
When Ashland opened as· a historic house museum in 1950, the 
public could for the first time hear about the everyday life at 
Ashland and could see the possessions collected by Henry Clay and 
his family. The grounds of the estate have a beautiful formal gar-
den and well maintained lawn. Visitors to the house are given an 
informative guided tour which points out many specific items and 
their history. 
Of the many historic house museums that I have visited, I be-
lieve that Ashland comes closest to giving the atmosphere of an 
63 
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actual home than do any of the others. The other homes have been . 
restored to the point that they give the atmosphere of a new house 
over an old shell. However, Ashland was never allowed to get into 
the poor state of repair that White Hall or the Mary Todd Lincoln 
houses were. The two previously mentioned houses have a sparkling 
new appearance rather than the worn places in the rugs, the knocks, 
and the scratches that actually lived-in houses acquire over many 
years of daily life. These have become new houses made from old 
materials and fail to exhibit the natural quality so important to 
this type preservation. However, both White Hall and the Mary Todd 
Lincoln houses were acquired and restored after the trends in re-
storation had evolved from the historic house museum era. 
Pleasant Hill, a Shaker Village 
In contrast to the historic house museums is the museum village 
Pleasant Hi 11 , a Shaker Vi 11 age, commonly referred to as S_hakertown. 
The previously discussed examples are exhibits of possessions owned 
by various historical figures. At Shakertown, there are in addition 
to the exhibits of possessions, demonstrations of ways of life em-
ployed by the Shakers. Among these d~monstrations are weaving, 
spinning,.dyeing of yarns, and candlemaking. But the most famous 
example of Shaker art and craft is exhibited and consumed in the 
Trustees' Office, the building in which the famous meals are served' 
at. Pleasant Hill. The food served here is prepared and served 
according to Shaker recipes and traditions. 
"Shakertown at Pleasant Hill is a nonprofit educational cor-
poration that was begun in 1966 via a 1964 $2 million federal 
15 
loan." It is also the largest private preservation project in 
Kentucky, and through the sale of crafts, food, and lodgings it is 
also completely self-supporting. 
The restoration work at Shakertown was specifically planned 
to retain as much of the original building materials as possible. 
Also the Shaker tradition of simplicity has been maintained. 
Visitors to Shakertown are provided with a brochure which con-
ta ins a map of the village and an annotated list of the buildings. 
The annotations give the name of each building, its date of erec-
tion, its function then and now. Many of the buildings are used 
as overnight lodgings, and are furnished with reproductions of 
-
Shaker furniture and accessories. Some of the buildings are also 
capable of housing small conferences. 16 
The actual tour of the village is a self-guided one, but, in 
many of the buildings, guides are stationed to give information on 
the traditions and life styles of the Shakers. 
Ramona Marsh in an article for the Lexington Herald and Leader 
described Shakertown like this: 
Pleasant Hill's serene atmosphere alone, historical and 
educational significance aside, is enough to make a day 
or weekend spent here a worthwhile retreat from the noisy, 
non-stop life outside. And as much as it offers a balm 
to adult battered nerves·, it offers to city and suburban 
children a comprehension and appreci.ation of yesterday's 17 rural lifestyles that they will never find in a textbook. 
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The goals of museum _villages ·were to encourage craft traditions 
and 
18 , 
craft work. In the previously described account of Shakertown 
this seems to have met the original goal. 
One of the foremost authorities and writers on the subject of 
historic house museums is Laurence V. Coleman. In his book Historic 
House Museums, he envisioned that the final step in this movement 
would be 
. the creation of historic house museum resorts, com-
bining motor tourist camps with historic house museums, 
where tourists could visit and spend a vacation in historic 
reflection and leisure.19 
Shakertown is a prime example of how this proposal can be made into 
a working model. Shakertown resembles in many ways the type situa-
tion that is enjoyed _in the historic village of Williamsburg, Vir-
ginia. These two examples clearly show that Coleman's plan can 
become a reality. 
Preservation by Private Groups 
The museums discussed thus far (Federal Hill, Fort Harrod, Ash-
land and Shakertown) are only a few examples of this type preserva-
tion which have been carried out in Kentucky. Other such examples 
include the Daughters of the American Revolution restoration of Dun-
can Tavern in Paris; 2O the National Society of the Colonial Dames in 
Kentucky restoration of Liberty Hall in Frankfort/1 and the work 
of many of the women's clubs, such as the Buechel Women's Club of 
Louisville and their work in preserving the Bashford Manor. 22 
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In. addition to the work done by these women's organizations 
and clubs, there were many organizations founded in the 1950's and 
1960's that had as their purpose the preservation of various sites. 
and historic districts. These nonprofit organizations were usually 
formed as the result of a threatened landmark. The group that 
organized to preserve the Hunt-Morgan house from destruction later 
set up the Bluegrass Trust for Historic Preservation. 23 In addition 
to the Hunt-Morgan house which they restored and opened to the 
public, the Trust purchased the house next door to it, restored it 
and sold it with a deed which restricted its future alterations and 
24 
uses. 
Several other preservation minded groups were also formed in 
Lexington and Fayette County,each of them having as its primary 
goal the protection of the historic heritage of the area. These 
groups further sought to preserve the residential qualities of 
their respective neighborhoods. 25 
In Louisville and Jefferson County similar groups were esta-
blished. One example is the Historic Homes Foundation which was 
formed with the idea of owning, restoring, and maintaining real 
estate. The first purpose the Foundation set for itself was the 
acquisition and preservation of Farmington, one of Louisville's 
oldest and most historic residences; 26 The Historic Homes Founda-
tion was organized as a supplement to the Louisville Council for 
Historic Sites and Buildings. The Louisville Council for Historic 
Sites and Buildings was involved primarily in the identification 
and lobbying· for the protection of the sites and buil di.ngs in the 
Louisville area. 
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Organizations and groups interested in preservation were formed 
Jn many of the towns which were concerned with the preservation of 
their cultural heritage. Each of these organizations was faced 
with the problems of many worthwhile structures to be saved and 
not enough capital with which to accomplish their goals. 
Thus far the discussion has dealt with those projects which 
were directly involved in the preservation of houses or particular 
sites. Beginning in 1949, another very important project, the 
Kentucky Historical Highway Markers Program became involved in an 
aspect of preservation. On large numbered metal markers which are 
placed by the highway, a "wealth of history which is Kentucky's past 
is made accessible to the public in excerpts which stimulate an 
interest in the background and tradition of communities all over the 
27 state." 
Kentucky Historical Highway Markers 
The Kentucky Historical Highway Markers Committee was expanded 
in 1962 and became ·part of the Kentucky Historical Society. Part 
of the expansion was the appointment of committees to administer 
the program and to edit the inscriptions. Also regional directors 
were named in each of the twelve Highway Districts, who then select-
ed chairmen in each of the counties in the district. The number of 
markers grew substantially from 1962 through 1969 (175 to 976). 
Funding for the markers has come from local individuals and groups 
and organizations as well as from state funds. Some 13 per cent 
of the 712 markers erected from 1962 to 1970 were presented to the 
28 Commonwealth. 
Much of the success of the Historical Marker Program is due 
to the leadership of Walter Allerton Wentworth, who had previously 
served on the Kentucky Historical Society Executive Committee and 
as President of the Kentucky Historical Society. During his work 
with the Historical Marker Program he directed the research for 800 
of the markers. In addition to directing the research fo·r the 
markers, he also supervised their manufacture and installation. 29 
The Kentucky Historical Society published a guide in 1969 
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which listed the markers by number and gave the text of the inscrip-
·-ti on. From its beginning in 1949 to September of 1982, the Histori-
cal Marker Program has erected 14,010 historic markers in the 
30 Commonwea 1th of Kentucky. · 
The Historical Marker Program has furthered the public aware-
ness of history and preservation in the Commonwealth. But for 
many of these markers there would be no notice observed of occurr-
ences such as the site of the last Indian raid in the state. This 
incident is recorded on marker 115 and is located near Mount Ster-
ling at the. intersection of US 60 and the Old Owingsville Road. 31 
Preservation of State Owned Buildings 
The impact of the importance of the preservation of state 
buildings had been recognized by the _General Assembly by 1960. An 
act passed during that year provided for a "committee of five pro-
minent citizens to provide continuing attention to the maintenance, 
f . h. d ' f th . . 1132 Th f urnis rngs an repairs _o e executive mansion. e act· ur-
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ther provided that each year the mansion be examined and that needed 
repairs be made. Also, an inventory of all furnishings in the man-
sion be taken and maintained. The entire operation was to be under 
the direction of the Department of Finance. The act also provided 
for these same servfces to be performed· for the old governor's 
· 33 
mansion .. 
Kentucky Historical Society -- Sites and Shrines Committee 
The next significant step toward planned preservation came 
early in 1963. The Sites and Shrines Committee of the Kentucky 
Historical Society proposed the establishment of a comprehensive 
preservation program. 34 At a meeting held on March 12, 1963, Jasper 
D. Ward, a Louisville architect, was appointed to head a legislative 
sub-committee to draft legislation establishing a comprehensive 
preservation program for Kentucky. A 1 so at that meeting Professor 
Charles P. Graves, head of the Department of Architecture at the 
University of Kentucky, was appointed chairman of the suli-committee 
to establish criteria forthe selection of significant historic 
sites. 35 The Sites and Shrines Committee also at this meeting 
proposed "districts for the restoration and preservation of the 
sites. 1136 
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The Sites and Shrines Committee recommendations for the esta-
blishment of planned preservation, a survey of historic sites in the 
state, and the establishment of preservation districts were proposed 
two years before the U.S. Conference of Mayors, Special Committee 
on Historic Preservation made similar recommendations on preserva-
tion. The proposals made by the Special Committee on Historic Pre-
servation were fulfilled in the National His_toric Preservation Act 
37 
of 1966. -Even though the Kentucky plan pred_ated the national 
one, it was the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 that 
brought these preservation practices into being in the state. 
The preservation movement from its beginning through the mid 
1960's was essentially a grass-roots movement. The main partici-
pants in the preservation movement have been regional historical 
societies, concerned citizens, and national organizations such as 
the Daughters of the American Revolution, the National Society for 
the Colonial Dames of America, and local organ.izations such as the 
Blue Grass Trust for Historic Preservation, Foundation for the 
Preservation of Historic Lexington and Fayette County, Louisville 
Council for Historic Sites and Buildings, Historic Homes Foundation, 
and the Preservation Alliance of Louisville and Jefferson County. 
The motivation for the early preservation movement was based 
on the "romantic notion that historical landmarks could be impor-
tant in patriotic education. 1138 As is evident from the examples 
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in this chapter, most of the historic sites are maintained by the 
Kentucky Department of Parks or by well-financed private organiza-
tions: The trend remained the same. Also exemplified in this trend 
of large well-financed bodies maintaining these sites is the fact 
that preservation does not stop with the purchase and restoration 
of the property. These properties are expensive to maintain and are 
often times far beyond the financial capabilities of individuals 
or .small groups. The Commonwealth of KentucKy is truly dedicated 
to the preservation of its historic heritage, because of the forty-
eight state parks, twenty-three are historic museums of some des-
. . . 39 h f . cr1pt1on. Eac o these museums represents an important event 
in the history of the state. 
"The historic house museum and the museum vi 11 age have their 
place in contemporary preservation, reconstructing the past of the 
40 exceptional building and person." They provide examples from 
various historic eras of the lifestyles and crafts which would 
otherwise be lost without them. This aspect of preservation is 
not sufficient, because it is not practical nor necessary for the 
buildings of the past to be preserved as museums. These buildings 
were originally designed as residences, places of businesses, or 
to house recreation (operas, plays, motion pictures). "Modern 
preservationists recognize that the past cannot be isolated in a 
house museum or museum resorts but should be integrated into every-
d 1 d f t d 
.. t. ,,41 ay wor o our owns an c1 1es. 
The preservation movement, even though it has ,changed drasti-
·cal ly in its purpose, is still basically carried out by individuals 
or small groups, the difference being that there are more incen-
tives both from the federal government through tax 'relief and from 
special loans for preservation projects. 
One of the most important aspects of preserving our architec-
tural heritage is the day to day maintenance that is pa rt of living 
in any structure. The buildings that are properly maintained as 
time passes are much more likely to survive than those which are 
neglected and have to have drastic restoration to be made fit for 
businesses or for living quarters. 
The enactment of the National Historic Preservation Act of 
1966 was a reflection of these new ideas in preservation. This 
-
act made it possible for preserved historic sites to remain useful 
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CHAPTER II II 
PRESERVATION AND THE CHANGES WHICH HAVE OCCURRED 
SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION ACT OF 1966. 
The early attempts at preservation previously described focused 
on local sites with little or no thought of a planned program of 
preservation. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 was 
proposed and passed because ... "in the face of ever-increasing 
extensions of urban centers, highways, and residential, commercial, 
and industrial developments, the present governmental and non-
governmental historic preservation programs and activities are in-
adequate to appreciate and enjoy the rich heritage of our Nation. ,,l 
Federal Role in Preservation 
The Federal role in preservation was designated by this bill: 
"to expand and maintain a National Register of sites and structures 
significant in the history of America; to grant matching funds to 
each state for the preparation of comprehensive historic surveys 
and plans for the "preservation of these sites. 112 The bill in 
addition stated: "the term historic preservation includes the_pro-
·tecti on, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction of dis tri c·ts, 
sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in American 
history, architecture, archeology, or culture. 113 
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Implementation of Federal Preservation Policies 
The procedures for the implementation of the new federal pre-
servation policies established by the NHPA were. published in the 
Federal Register. According to these procedures, the supervision 
of preservation in each state was to be "accomplished primarily by 
the State Historic Preservation Officer. 114 The State Historic Pre-
servation Officer is appointed by the governor of each state. The 
duties of the State Historic Preservation Officer consist of: 
1. Responsible for the development and implementation of 
a comprehensive State historic preservation plan; based 
clearly on the State's history and established in con-
formance with local, state, and Federal legislation. 
2. Supervises a professional staff in conducting a state-
wide survey of historic resources addressed to aspect 
of the State's hi story .. 
3. From the inventory of historic resources nomination of 
'properties for inclusion in the National Register.' 
4. Responsibility for compliance under section 106 of the 
NHPA as outlined by the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation in "Procedures for the Protection of. 
Historic and Cultural Properties.5 
In accordance with the above mentioned directives, Governor 
Edward T. Breathitt, Jr. appointed a State Preservation Officer, 
Mrs. Simeon Willis. The General Assembly created in 1966 the Ken-· 
tucky Heritage Commission (KHC), which serves as the administrative 
framework through which the State Preservation Officer administers 
6 
the provisions of the NHPA. 
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Establishment of Kentucky Heritage Commission 
In reality the Kentucky Heritage Commission was actually an 
expansion of the Capitol City Heritage Commission which was created 
by Governor Breathitt through. an executive order in May 1964. The 
Capitol City Heritage Commission 
was charged with preserving Frankfort's famous Corner in 
Celebrities as well as other historic sites in the area of 
the State Capitol. This first act of the Commission was 
to sponsor and obtain the passage of a zoning law protecting 
the historic houses in the Corner in Celebrities.? 
(Frankfort's Corner in Celebrities Historic District contains the 
homes of many individuals who were prominent in both the history of 
Kentucky and the nation.) These two acts assured the preservation 
of some fifteen or more historical houses in the area. This was 
also an example of the implementation of the zoning laws to pro~ 
tect historic properties, and it further established the area as 
an historic district. 
The Kentucky Heritage Commission is dedicated "to the preser-
vation and protection of all meaningful vestiges of Kentucky's 
heritage for succeeding generations. 118 The primary duties of the 
Commission are as follows: 
1. Review and recommend appropriate projects and programs 
to insure the proper recognition, preservation, and 
protection of matters related to Kentucky's heritage, 
particularly those in the nature of or associated 
with real property. 
2. Advise, consult, and cooperate generally with state, 
local, and national officials and agencies to accomplish 
the purpose to which the commission is dedicated. 
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3. Encourage, promote, and coordinate historic preservation 
programs being conducted in Kentucky by other agencies 
or groups, public and private. 
4. Prepare and maintain an inventory or survey of Kentucky's 
resource of historic buildings, sites, structures, and 
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other landmarks, and list in an official roll those such 9 landmarks which possess statewide or national significance. 
The membership of the Commission was to consist of no more than 
30 members "each of whom shall have manifested an interest in the 
10 
history of the Commonwealth and the preservation of its heritage." 
Each of the members is appointed to the Commission by the Governor. 
With the appointment of the State Preservation Officer, the 
creation of the Kentucky Heritage Commission, and the appointment 
of its membership accomplished, the Kentucky Heritage Commission was 
reaay to begin its assigned duties. 
State Historic Preservation Plan 
The first official duty of the Commission was the preparation 
of a State Historic Preservation Plan. This plan was to consist of 
three volumes: Volume I, The Historical Background; Volume II, The 
11 
Inventory; and Volume III, The Annual Preservation Program. Volume 
I is the plan for the preservation of the state's historic sites 
and properties. Volume II of the Plan, The Inventory, is the actual 
listing of the historical sites located in the Commonwealth of Ke.n-
tucky. The third volume The Arinua.l Preservation Program, "is sub-
mitted annually before the beginning of the Federal fiscal year and 
focuses on the status and immediate plans of the grants program 
within the State. 1112 
Preservation Philosophy 
Volume I, The Historical Background consists of five parts: 
1) State Historical Summary; 2) Preservation and Preservation 
Philosophy in Kentucky; 3) Interagency Planning and Cooperation; 
13 4) Problems of Preservation; and 5) Long·Term Program. In part 
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two the philosophy of preservation, not only in Kentucky but also of 
the nation as a whole, was set forth. This philosophy stated: 
The maintenance of a living past is the goal of historic 
preservation, and to this end maximum attention must be 
given to-adaptive-use of our historic structures in the 
service of a contemporary life style which still reflects 
our heritage .14 
The section ori Preservation Philosophy further emphasized that: 
Historic preservation must be a conscious effort to save 
for the present and future generations vestiges of our 
past, not only buildings associated with famous persons, 
but remains of our prehistory and representations of 
basic activities in agriculture, commerce, and industry. 
Only in this way can our social, cultural, economic, and 
political evolution be seen and understood.15 
The principle idea of the plan was to "provide direction for 
Kentucky's historic preservation efforts" in a manner that would 
"avoid or resolve conflicts between preservation and other acti vi-
ti es so as to provide the maximum benefits to ~ur citizenry. "17 
Long Term Program 
The section of the Plan entitled "Long Term Program" concen-
trated on the needed legislative action regarding preservation. 
The four major areas of concern were: 1) "Establishment of a compre-
hensive Kentucky Historic Sites Act; 2) Amend KRS Chapter 100 
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(Planning and Zoning) to amplify the provisions concerning Historic 
Districts; 3) Amend KRS 171.381 et seq (Kentucky Heritage Commission) 
to grant additional powers and duties to the Kentucky Heritage 
C 
. . .,18 omm1ss1on. 
Kentucky Historic Sites Act 
The proposed comprehensive Kentucky Historic Sites Act contain-
ed seven specific points: 1) the establishment of a Kentucky Re-
gister of Historic Sites with the KHC as the administering agency. 
2) Establishment of criteria for inclusion in the Kentucky Register 
of Historic Sites; 3) Provide a special tax break for properties 
included in the Kentucky Register of Historic Sites; 4) Establish 
policy for the state government to make use of historic structures 
when additional office space is required; 5) Provide special legal 
protection_for properties included on the Kentucky Register of 
Historic Places; 6) Require 60 days notice of any alteration or 
demolition of properties listed on the Kentucky Register of Historic 
Places; and 7) Make the care and protection of covered bridges the 
· 19 
responsibility of the Department of Transportation. 
The proposals· concerning the Kentucky Historic Sites Act were 
first presented in 1970, and by 1982, several of these long range 
goals have been achieved. Point number 1, the establishment of a 
Kentucky Register of Historic Sites, has yet to be accomplished; 
however, the Survey of Historic Sites in Kentucky completed in 1971 
continues to serve in its place. 
Criteria for Identification of Kentucky Historical Sites 
By 1976, point 2, the establishment of criteria, had also been 
accomplished by the KHC. The new criteria were based on the state-
ment that "sites must ... possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, and/or feeling and have an association with 
one or more of the fo 11 owing. "20 The four criteria which foll ow 
were designed to specifically identify sites which were of impor-
tance to Kentucky rather than just those which were of importance 
to the history of the Nation. These criteria were the following: 
1. Events that have made a contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or 
2. the lives of persons significant in our past; or 
3. a distinctive characteristic of a type, period, or 
method of design or construction; or 
4. a distinguishable entity or district whose components 
may lack individual distinction.21 
Point 3 which proposed a special tax break for properties 
included in a Kentucky Register of Historic Sites has to date not 
been approved by the General Assembly. However; the Tax Reform 
22 
Act of 1976 did allow a tax break on those income producing pro-
perties that were listed on the National Register. The Heritage 
Commission yet has hopes that all properties listed on both the 
National Register and the Survey of Historic Sites in Kentucky will 
be given tax breaks at the state level. 
The fourth point in the proposed comprehensive Kentucky His-
toric Sites Act recommended that a policy be established which 
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would make use of historic structures when additional-office space 
is required by the state government. At this point the state govern-
ment is not pursuing this recommendation, but the use of historic 
structures as places of business is becoming a reality in the pri-
vate sector. An excellent example of a combination of preservation 
and commerce is Richard Hurley's preservation of Ci_ty School Number 3 
in Lexington. The old school building now houses several specialty 
shops, as well as a restaurant, and is known as Dudley Square. 23 
Protection of Historic Properties 
Points 5 and 6 deal with the protection of properties listed 
on the "Kentucky Register of Historic Places." The specific protec-
tion of such properties has not been provided for at the state 
level, but in six cities -- Louisville, Covington, Paducah, Mays-
ville, Lexington, and Frankfort -- historic preservation ordinances 
have been enacted and do include provisions concerning the alter-
ation or demolition of these historic properties. 24 These ordi-
nances are based on provisions set forth in KRS Chapter 100 which 
deals specifically with planning and zoning. 
With the passage of Senate Bill 290 in 1974, 25 tlie protection 
for the covered bridges located in Kentucky became law. The law 
states: 
All covered wooden bridges within the state ·shall be desig-
nated as state shrines by the Kentucky Heritage Commission 
according to the procedures of the agency. Each covered 
bridge shall be identified as such by an official marker. 26 
The act also placed the bridges under the protection of the 
-Transportation Department,. and, to further. insure their future, a 
fine of not more than $500.00 and a jail sentence are to be levied 
against anyone who willfully burns, defaces or destr.,2ys one of the 
· 27 bridges. 
The proposed comprehensive Kentucky Historic Sites Act as such , 
has ne.ver come to pass·, but the seven areas of concern of which it 




The long range plan concerning the amendment of KRS Chapter 100 
(Planning and Zonirig) was designed to amplify the provisions con-
cerning the historic districts which were enacted in 1966. The 
main point sought was a specific definition of historic districts. 
The KHC proposed the definition of an historic district to be as 
follows: 
. A collection of buildings, structures, and objects 
and the setting in which they exist which, taken together, 
form a tangible reminder of Kentucky's past, and which 
contribute significantly to improve the quality of the 
environment of the area in which they are located. 
"Setting," as used, should be specifically defined as 
including trees, gardens, fences, street ·and sidewalk 
form and surfacing, and street furniture.28 
Zoning 
The provisions of KRS Chapter 100 have been changed over the 
past few years, but this specific definition has not been added to 
date. The definition for historic districts has been left to the 
planning units in which these districts are located. Therefore, 
there is no uniformity in what may be called an historic 9istrict. 
Historic districts are protected by zoning and the powers for 
zoning are authorized through KRS 100~201 which states: 
Cities and counties which are members of a planning unit 
which has adopted at least·the objectives and ·the land 
use plan elements may divide the territory within their 
area of jurisdiction into zones on an interim or per-
manent basis to promote public health, .. -. to facili-
tate orderly and harmonious development and the visual 
or historical character of the unit, and to regulate 
the density of population and intensity of land use 
in order to provide for adequate light and air . 
. . • Zoning may also be employed to protect ... 
historical districts, central business districts, 
natural resources, and other specific areas of the 
planning unit which need special protection by the 
planning unit.29 
This statute, in addition to KRS 100.203 (i) (e) which states: 
"Districts of special interest to the proper development of the 
community, but not limited to exclusive use districts, historical 
di~tricts ... , 1130 specifically authorizes the creation of his-
tori'c districts. KRS 100.127 (e) provides for:• 
the creation of a three (3) or five (5) member board to 
advise the zoning administrator regarding issuance of 
permits in such districts, the board being guided by the 
standards and restrictions of the community's comprehensive 
plan and by the historical district regulations adopted by 
the planning unit.31 
With zoning; a municipal body is provided with a flexible 
tool to prevent undesirable change or development within 'an his-· 
torical area, and it may further serve to encourage uses compatible 
with the. historic setting. "For that reason historic preservation 
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ordinances have become an integral part of many communities' com-
prehensive plans to preserve their historical, cultural, and natural 
environment. "32 The following cities have enacted such ordinances: 
Covington, Frankfort, Lexington, Louisville, Maysville, Paducah, and 
P 
. 33 aris. 
Another major point in the Long Range Plan for preservation 
concerning historic districts was the membership of the district 
board. The Plan proposed that the board 
... shall be composed of not less than three nor more 
than seven members having knowledge of and interest.in 
-historic preservat1on, one of whom shall be an architect, 
and not fewer than two of whom shall be residents of the 
Di'strict; if possible, or of the county or counties in 
which the District is located if the District has no 
residents.34 
This provision would have assured that persons concerned with the 
preservation of the Commonwealth's historic sites would be placed 
in positions most likely to promote the cause of historic preser-
vation. 
Unfortunately this provision has never been made part of the 
statutes which affect the preservation of historic sites in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky. The general assembly has left the imple-
meritation of areas such as this to the focal governments. It is 
entirely possible that an historic district could be located in 
an area in which an architect did not reside, and the absence of 
this one required member could preverit the formation of a district 
board. 
Kentucky Heritage Commission -- Powers and Duties 
Area three of the Plan deals directly with the expansion of 
the duties and powers of the _Kentucky Heritage Commission. From 
the beginning, the Commission has been charged w_ith ·the "preserva-
tion and protection of all meaningful vestiges of Kentucky's heri-
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tage;" however, from its establishment in 1966 until well into the 
1970's, the Commission employed only three people: an executive 
36 director, an assistant director·, and a secretary. A staff of this 
size could under no circumstances be expected to participate active-
ly in. the prescribed duties to "encourage, promote, and coordinate 
historic preservation programs being conducted in Kentucky by other 
agencies or groups, public and private."37 Another specific duty 
· of the Commission was the preparation and ma.intenance of an inven-
tory of all the historical resources of the Commonwealth .. The sur-
vey, which was under the direction· of the Spindletop Research Inc., 
was taken by volunteers_ with only a minimum of training in work ·of 
this kind, and was completed in 1971. In 1976 the Commission pro-
posed to the General Assembly that a new survey be taken by pro-
fessionals. This proposal was approved and three teams of pro-
fessionals, each team consisting of an architectural historian and 
an historian, began work on the new survey. The survey was to be 
cqmpleted within ten years, and to date more than 70% of the survey 
has _been completed. During the time that the current survey was 
at the height of operation, 1976-1979, the Commission had some 
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thirty staff members, the majority being involved in the actual 
taking of the survey. However, with the major reorganization of the 
Commission in 1982, much of its funding was lost and with that 
went the extra staff. 38 
The KHC, since its creation in 1966, has experienced only 
minor changes in its function; the major one occurring in 1972 
when it was designated by Executive Order 72-869 "as the.appro-
priate agency to implement the policies and procedures of NHPA in 
39 
Kentucky." · The KHC became the official agency to implement the 
NHPA when the Department of the Interior approved the statewide 
survey of historic_al sites and plan for historic preservation. This 
major change "did not bring about a reorganization of state govern-
ment, and did not, therefore, require the approval of the general 
assembly, by express statute or by appropriation, at its next ses-
sion.1140 
The KHC' s thirty members "each of whom sha 11 have manifested 
an interest in the history of the Commonwealth and the preserva-
tion of its heritage',4l were responsible for the review and rec-
ommendation of properties. to be proposed to the National Register 
of Historic Places until a separate Historic Preservation Review 
Board was. created in 1978.42 The board was to specifically "aid 
and advise the Kentucky Heritage Commission in the selection of 
historic sites and a 11 duties pursuant to Public Law 89-669, as 
amended, and regulations issued pursuant thereto. 1143 
The governor appointed the eleven members of the new board 
which was to contain one "professionally recognized historian; · 
h. t d h ·· 1 . 144 . one arc 1 ect; an one. arc aeo og1st.' Since 1ts creation, 
this board has had the sole respons'ibility of deciding which of 
the nominations proposed each year actually meet the specific 
requirements necessary to become a part of the National Register. 
KHC Reorganized as Kentucky Heritage Council 
The Kentucky Heritage Commission was reorganized in 1982. 
As part of this reorganization, the name of the Commission was 
changed to the Kentucky Heritage Council. But the most significant 
change which occurred was that the Commission, which had since its 
establishment in 1966 been a separate administrative body of the 
state government, became a part of the .Department of Ar~s. The 
duties and functions of the Council remained the same, but the 
membership of the Council was reduced from thirty to sixteen mem-
45 bers. 
Federal Funds for Preservation 
To this point one of the most important functions of the NHPA 
has ·only been mentioned in passing. "The most important aspect of 
NHPA, in terms of fostering a more comprehensive historical pre-
servation effort, i~ the creation of a matching grants-in-aid 
program. 1146 The funds were awarded to the Department of the Inter-
ior which'in turn made funds available to the states and their 
historical preservation programs. 
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Before a state could be eligible for these .federal funds, it 
must meet these basic requirements: 
1. a comprehensive statewide plan and survey of historic 
preservation, approved by the Secretary of the Interior; 
2. compliance with regulations and procedures set forth 
by the Department of the Interior; 
3. assumption of the total costs of maintenance of the 
property after completion of the work for which the 
funding was granted; and 
4. appropriation by the state of at least one-half of 
the preservation project's cost.47 
The KHC has received approval of the necessary provisions 
concerned with the statewide plan and survey by 1972, and was at 
that time designated as the agency to implement the NHPA in Kentuc-
ky. The funds which were available from the federal government 
were for acquisition, protection, rehabilitation, restoration, 
and reconstruction of properties included in the National Register. 
Nomination of Properties to the National Register 
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Properties may be nominated for inclusion in the National Regis-
ter by the feder.al government, a state, or by an individual citizen 
or private group. Nomination by individuals or by private groups 
48 must be made through their state plan. _The criteria for inclu-
sion in the National ~egister has already been .discussed in Chapter 
II. When a property meets the required criteria, it is then sub-
mitted to the state review board. 
Before nominating a property to the.National Register, the 
Kentucky Historic Preservation Review Board and the Kentucky 
Heritage Cammi ssion "sha 11 afford persons desiring to comment on 
the proposed nomination the opportunity to be heard by the board 
.. 
49 
The KHC gives public notice on the proposed nominations 
before they are presented to the Kentucky Historic Preservation 
Review Board. The Notice is published in the county in which the 
property is located at least thirty days prior totheconsideration 
of the property by the board, and the meeting is open to anyone 
wishing to comment on the proposed nomination. After the proper-
ty is approved by the Kentucky Histori.c Preservation Review Board 
it is then presented to the federal Office of Archeology and His-
toric Preservation. Provided that the nomination .is "found to be 
technically and profess ion ally sufficient and in conformance with 
the National Register criteria for evaluation it will be approved 
50 
. and ente·red in the National Register." 
Obtaining a Matching Grant-In-Aid 
After a property is included in the National Register, it be-
comes eligible for obtaining a matching grant-in-aid. Each year 
the KHC sends out to the owners of these properties, not already 
restored, a grant-in-aid pre-application form. If the owner of 
the property is interested in obtaining a grant, and has some 
of the money needed for the restoration, he cpmpletes the form 
d ·t t h C . . 51 an returns 1 o t e omm1ss1on .. 
The request is evaluated by the Commission in relationship 
to its historical significance, the applicant's ability to match 
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the federal grant, and in the cases of properties held by groups, 
the support of the community. If, after the review of the appli-
_cation, it is considered important enough, it is included in the 
52 state's annual request for federal funds. 
These requests for funds are incorporated into the state's 
Annua 1 Preservation Program, whi_ ch is Volume I II of the State's 
Preservation Plan. The Annual Preservation Program serves a dual 
purpose: it gives the state an opportunity to update the informa-
tion contained in its original p_lan for preservation; and it also 
enables the state to declare its plans for preservation for the 
next fiscal year, which will, of course, include the needed federal 
grants-in-aid funds 1 
The Annual Preservation Program is sent, at the end of each 
fiscal year, to the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation. 
The party or parties involved in each request that is approved must 
then "submit plans and specification of professional quality for 
a 11 proposed work to the Kentucky Heritage Commission ... 54 The 
Commission again reviews the proposal and if it is approved, .it 
is again sent to the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation 
for final approval. If, after reviewing the proposal, the Office 
of Archeology and Historic Preservation approves it, then the pro-
. . 55 ject is qualified for a grant-1n-a1d. 
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Kentucky Heritage Commission Grant-In-Aid Program 
Federally funded grants-in-aid can provide up to one-half the 
cost of the approved project; the owner of the property must pro-· 
vi de the other one-half. If the owner of the property is unable 
to provide the full amount of funds required, he may obtain addi-
tional funds from the Kentucky Heritage Commission's State Grants-
In-Aid Program. This program is independently operated by the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky, but, in some cases, is used in combina-
tion with the federal program. However, in some instances the 
state grant-in-aid program is the only fund from which money is 
actually received for a project. 56 
The recipient of a grant, regardl_ess of whether it comes 
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from federal or state funds or a combination of the two, must com-
plete the project according to both state and federal regulations. 
These regulations are found in the Kentucky Heritage Commission 
Preservation Grants Manual. Most of the regulations deal with the 
expenses of the project and the quality of the work going into the 
restoration,etc. Also depending upon the amount of the grant, there 
are specific time periods in which the work may be completed. 
Once a.property has been restored, it usually is then encum-
bered with a deed providing that the property shall from that time 
on be maintained as an historic site. Another requirement which 
may be enforced provides the public twelve or more days per year 
access to these· historically significant properties. 57 
Based on the requirements discussed above, the individuals 
who receive grants-in-aid have very few .restrictions placed 
on them considering the amount of funds that are involved. This 
program benefits not only the owner of the property, but also the 
public, for it enables an historic site, which might otherwise· be 
destroyed, to be maintained as a useful dwelling, place of business 
or entertainment. 58 
Tax Incentives at Federal Level 
Federally funded grants-in-aid were supplemented with the 
passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. This Act was designed to 
discourage destruction of historically significant properties and 
to encourage the private citizen to take part in the preservation 
movement. These tax incentives were set forth in Section 2124 of 
the Act and are interpreted as follows: "Owners of eligible depre-
ciable structures could amortize qualified rehabilitation expenses 
over a five-year period or take accelerated depreciation on the 
value of the rehabilitated property. 1159 This was further, strength-
ened in section 315 of the Revenue Act of 1978 by "a 10% investment 
tax credit (ITC) for rehabilitation of commercial buildings at 
least 20 years old. 1160 While Section 212 of the Economic Recovery 
Tax Act of 1981: 
repealed the five-year amortization prov1s1ons and the 
accelerated depreciation election for historic structures 
as well as the 10% ITC effective January 1, 1982. It 
replaced these provisions wi.th a three-tiered ITC which 
provides a 15% credit for the substantial rehabilitation of 
commercial buildings at least 30 years old, a 20% credit 
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for cormnercial buildings at least 40 years old, and 
a 25 % credit for certified historic structures rehabili-
tated for cormnercial or rental-residential uses.61 
Until the passage of these three tax laws, the previous laws 
had seemed to encourage the destruction of older properties. Under 
the old laws, if there was a question as to whether to raze a 
structure or to rehabilitate it, the law provided the incentive 
to raze the structure. According to the Internal Revenue Code the 
cost of demolition and the undepreciated principle of the property 
were deductible under I.R.C. section 165 (a}, (c) "as a loss incur-
red in-trade or business or in a transaction entered into for pro-
fit if the plan to demolish was formulated subsequent to the acqui-
sition. "62 Treasury Regulation section 1.165-3 (1961) stated that 
"if the structure is purchased with the intent to demolish it, the 
entire purchase price as well as the subsequent demolition costs 
are allocated to the basis of the land."
63 
Under the new tax provisions "the cost of demolition and the 
remaining undepreci ated basis 1164 of a historic structure "are 
disallowed as an ordinary loss deduction. Instead, these amounts 
are added to the basis of the land."65 
In order for properties to be eligible for many of the above 
mentioned tax incentives, they must be .certified by the Heritage 
Commission, and since 1976, over $20 million dollars in tax certi-
fications for the rehabilitation work done on historic properties 
have been processed. Each certification is documented as to the amount 
96 
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of funds utilized in the restoration work and according to the worth 
~f the property after the completion of the project. 66 
KHC and Local Preservation Efforts 
The Kentucky Heritage Commission also devotes much attention 
to the aspect of advising local preservation efforts. One of the 
most active of these efforts is the Kentucky Main Street Program, 
begun in Kentucky in 1980, and based on ,the program established by 
the National Trust in 1978. The :theme of this program is to "reju-
venate the state's cities and towns by the revitalization of the 
downtown business districts through preservation. 1167 
Kentucky Main Street Program 
Four Kentucky cities -- Bowling Green, Georgetown, Frankfort 
and Winchester -- are participating in this program. Each city 
has received a grant for the purpose of employing a Main Street 
Program manager. The grant money was supplied through the Heritage 
Commission's allocation for planning and surveying. As with other 
preservation projects, this program grant was mat~hed by each of 
the four cities. Through "progressive marketing and management/;68 
the program manager is working with the local merchants on solving 
the problems from which they and other merchants throughout the 
state suffer. 
The chronic decay that is evident in many towns and cities 
across the country had not hit these four towns, but there is strong 
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evidence that there was a "real need for downtown revitalization. 1169 
The program for these four cities is one of a preventive measure 
rather than one of a complete overhaul. 
The Main Street project is designed to be more than a surface 
cleaning endeavor. The main emphasis is on improving the economic 
conditions in downtown business districts. One of the proposed 
ways of improving economic conditions is by upgrading the business 
district's image. David Morgan, Preservation Planner for the Heri-
tage Commission, emphasized that 
... image is the most important factor in marketing 
anything. A shopping center has-to manufacture its own 
image through founta-i ns, plantings, and interior shop 
arrangements. Main Street, on the other hand already has 
an image, in its traditions, variety and the architecture 
of its buildings.70 
Many ,of the commercial buildings in these downtown .areas con-
sist of several stories, but only the street level portions are 
used. The upper floors have the potential to be converted into 
apartments or office space. Conver~ing these areas into apart-
ments, etc, would hav·e a two-fold return. First, these unused 
areas would become income-producing, and second, there would be 
activity in the business districts after regular business hours, 
especially if this space were converted into apartments. 71 
The Main Street project is composed of two phases. Phase one 
is an information gathering and evaluating period in which files 
of both economic and. historic interests are compiled. Phase two 
applies the "strategies developed during the first phase to provide 
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direct technical assistance to owners, merchants and city offi-
cials. 1172 Many of the suggestions for rehabilitation will be through 
' 
technical publications such as Preservation Briefs, published by 
the Preservation Assistance Division of the National Park Service. 
One of these publications which is of particular interest is "Re-
habilitating Historic Storefronts." Examples of the improvements 
which promote the image of the business districts are the reloca-
tion of utility lines from the main street to the rear of the building 
and the restricted use of commercial signs. 73 
The Main Street Program is in its third year and has the poten-
tial of being one of the most successful undertakings of the Heri-
tage Commission. 74 
Neighborhood Revitalization Program 
Another area which has received considerable attention is the 
revitalization of historic neighborhoods. This interest in the 
older sections of downtown is due in part to the energy crisis and 
the desire of many people who want to live in town near their places 
·of employment. Many older neighborhoods are being revitalized as 
a result of this current trend. 75 
For any undertaking of this nature there must be a considera-
ble amount of cooperation and support. "Preservation and neighbor-
hood conservation are not synonymous movements .. '. neighborhood 
conservation's concerns with economic development and social pro-
grams exceed many people's current definitions of preservation. 
1176 
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Even with this feeling in mind, neighborhood revitalization has be-
come one of the major elements in the preservation movement in 
Kentucky. One of the most notable examples of neighborhood revital-
ization is the Butchertown area in Louisville. Under the direction 
of Jim Segrist, Butchertown Inc. operates as a non-profit organiza-
tion which purchases and rehabilitates properties and then sells 
them for residences. 77 
The neighborhood revitalization programs are not without 
criticism though. One of the most common criticism is that the poor 
a'.e being displaced by the middle class moving in and renovating the 
buildings in which they once lived. Preservationists in turn answer 
these criticisms by pointing out that these areas if left untouched 
would decay and in time would become slums. Also, "it is to the 
credit of the preservationists that housing stock in our older areas 
is being saved rather than being condemned to eventual abandonment 
and demolition."78 
Preservation by County Historical Societies 
Preservation has also become an area of concern to many county 
historical societies. One of the most active is the Woodford County 
Historical Society which has restored two county landmarks -- the 
Jack·Jouett House and Big Springs Church -- and is in the process 
of rehabilitating Lee's Tavern. In addition to th.is group, the 
Winchester-Cl ark County Heritage Cammi ss ion and the Washington County 
Historical Society have each completed rehabiiitation projects. 79 
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Preservation Awards 
Beginning in 1979, the Kentucky Heritage Commission initiated 
a program of recognizing the outstanding work done in preserva-
tion. Seven of the eight categories recognize achievements in 
specific areas of preservation, while the remaining award is for 
individual excellence in the overall program. The most prestigi-
ous award is the Ida Lee Willis Memorial Award for Excellence in 
Preservation of Cultural Resources and is presented to the indivi-
dual "who has demonstrated the greatest dedication to·the objec- • 
tives of Preservation in the Commonwealth." This award is in the 
memory of the first executive director of the Heritage Commission. 
The other awards are: The Commercial Award, The Organization Award, 
and the Media Award, and are presented to those who have shown out-
standing achievements in each of the eight areas. The awards are 
presented during May of each year, which is Preservation Month. BO 
The Kentucky Heritage Commission has made significant contribu-
tions in promoting preservation. Among the list of accomplishments 
by the Commission are the 15,820 properties which are included in 
the National· Register of Hist?ric Places. Of these properties, 920 
are individual sites; 120 are historic districts. Within these 120 
historic districts are 11,300 individual properties and 10 multiple 
resource areas which contain 3,600 individual properties. This 
total listing of 15,820 properties includes some 2,000 archeologi-
cal sites which are not included in the purpose of this work. 81 
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In addition to the work which has identified historic sites, the 
Commission_hqd by the end of the fiscal year of 1980 overseen the 
completion of 103 restoration/rehabilitation projects. 82 Also the 
Heritage Commission has processed tax certifications totalling 
more than $20 million dollars for the rehabilitation of historic 
buildings. The estabiishment of the Main Street program has· 
brought financial and aesthetic benefits to the cities involved in 
the program. The Commission has, through its awards program, pro-
vided means by which .the outstanding preservationists in the state 
can be recognized each year. Since the fall of 1976, information 
on preservation activities at the local, state, and national levels 
has been available without charge through The Heritage News. The 
Commission also provides information to anyone in the Commonwealth 
' 
who is restoring or rehab_ilitating any historic building. With this 
strong preservation program background, the Heritage Commission is 
looking forward to the years to come. 83 
Future Areas of Concern 
The Commission sees as some of its future areas of concentra-
tion the need to further educate the public concerning the preserva-
tion of Kentucky's built environment. The preservation program by 
no means proposes that every old structure be saved but insists that 
those structures 1that will enh~nce the quality of life and help 
attract tourists to the Commonwealth be preserved. The Commission 
also plans to promote_ the establishment of _local preservation groups 
in communities throughout the state. The future for preservation 
appears to be promising based on economic necessity . The general 
public is becoming aware that new buildings can not be built as 
readily as in times past; therefore existing buildings are being 
appraised for their adaptability to new uses. This fact added to 
the already mentioned tax incentives provides a sound foundation 
for the future of preservation on an economic basis as well as on 
the cultural basis. 84 
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CHAPTER V 
POSITIVE ASPECTS OF PRESERVATION AND THE 
FUTURE OF PRESERVATION IN KENTUCKY 
The previous chapter presented the laws and procedures con-
cerned with the preservation of historic sites, but what does pre-
servation actually mean and why is it necessary? 
What is Preservation? 
Preservation "is the process of maintaining or treating an 
existing building to arrest or slow future deterioration, stabilize 
the structure, and provide structural safety without changing the 
1 appearance." This definition was the idea on which the early 
preservation movement based its programs; however, builqings pre-
served under this concept were more like museums than family homes. 
The preservation movement began in the late 197O's to shift its 
emphasis more toward the idea of "rehabilitation." Rehabilitation 
"involves modification or change to an existing building. Rehabili-
tation extends the useful life of the building through repairs or 
alterations while features of the building that contribute to its 
2 architectural, cultural, or historic character are preserved." 
Main Goal of Preservation 
There are many reasons for the preservation of historic proper-
. ties. The main goal of preservation is that 11 ••• our history and 
3 heritage shall not be lost or destroyed. 11 Other reasons include 
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the ecology of the wood and other building materials contained in 
the existing structure; "the average 
between 15,000 and 20,000 bqard feet 
two-story older home contains 
4 
of lumber." By rehabi l i ta-
110 
ting the older home rather than building a new one, new trees will 
not have to be harvested to provide the building materials already 
present iri the older structure. Based on the dollar per dollar 
investment between a new home and an older one, the older one will 
have more living space per dollar invested. Historic properties 
will in addition have a definite amount of "character". that new 
properties do not have. To the individuals. involved in rehabili-
tating an historic property, the project can become an educational 
experience. The history of the property in itself is truly unique, 
and for those who are interested in restoring the property to 
its original decoration, must research the styles of the period 
and recreate them. The current trend is to restore properties in 
' the older-downtown areas where hi·gh crime rates are supposed to 
discourage rehabilitation. The revitalization of these neighbor-
hoods serves two purposes. It prohibits these structures from 
being destroyed and ~esults in the conservation of fuel for those 
who will be commuting a shorter distance to their places of employ-
ment. 
The restoration movement includes individuals from virtually 
every income, educational, and cultural background, and is popular 
in all sections of the state. Practically every county in the 
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, 
state has individuals and/or groups involved in the preservation of 
some property which is associated with the history of Kentucky. 
The positive effects of the preservation movement in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky have long been evident to preservation-
ists, local governments, and individual investors. The extent to 
which these preservation activities have contributed to the revital-
ization of urban areas has not been clearly documented. No sur-
veys have been conducted to ascertain the cause-and-effect relation-
ship of historic preservation and urban revi_talization, so that 
future rehabilitation activities can be evaluated within the con-
text of the immediate surrounding areas and the total city. Even 
though there have been no studies of areas such as Louisville's 
California District or Butchertown; Lexington's Graptz Park or 
.South Hill, or of Covington's Mansion Htll, there is still irre-
pressible evidence that the preservation movement .has a valuable 
contribution to the economic as well as the cultural life of the 
residents and visitors to the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 
Preservation in Kentucky 
What has ~he preservation movement actually accomplished in 
Kentucky? 
In each segment of the preservation movement, properties 
have been preserved which continue to make their areas of the 
Commonwealth unique. Some of the properties exist as museums or 
memorials to outstanding figures in the history of Kentucky. ·The 
homes of Henry Clay and Judge John Rowan are but two examples of 
the historic house museums open to the residents of and visitors 
to Kentucky. And Shakertown at Pleasant Hill is an example of a· 
distinctive way of life practiced in the Commonwealth's past. 
These and the other historic museums in the Commonwealth "pro-
vide a concentrated entry into an historic era, for a view of 
interi_ors and furnishings, lifestyles and crafts that would other-
5 
wise not be available.'' 
Through the passage and enforceme.nt of zoning regul ati ans in 
several cities, areas such as the Corner of Celebraties in Frank-
fort have been protected.from the- erection of buildings which de-· 
stray the ambiance of the district. 
The adaptive reuse of properties such as the Lexington City 
' -
School Number 3 as Dudley Square provides new uses for previously 
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unprofitabl~ structures. Also the restoration of the Lexington 
Opera House has once again provided an elegant setting for the 
production of both·serious dramatic productions as well as for the 
current hits from Broadway. The restoration of the Kentucky Theatre 
in Lexington and the Paramount Theatre in Ashland have returned 
these two excellent examples of the splendor of the early movie 
houses to their former elegance,. __ . The downtown area in Louisville 
has many historic structures which have been restored and returned 
to use. One of the most prominent of these is the Seelbach Hotel, 
which was recently completely-restored to its early_l9OO's elegance. 
The revitalization of several historic districts has had ex-
cellent results· in both Lexington and Louisville. Neighborhood 
associations have prevented the destruction of numerous restorable 
properties. The Bluegrass Trust has, with the· aid of interested 
citizens, prevented the destruction of several homes in Gratz 
Park, one of them being the John Hunt Morgan House. The South 
Hill Association is engaged in the revitalization of the proper-
ties saved from destruction by urban renewal programs of the late 
1960's. 
In Louisville, the neighborhoods of Butchertown and the 
California District have reversed a trend of neglect to one of 
rehabilitation and renovation and returned these properties to 
their original uses as residences. The costs involved in_ projects 
like these are far less than money required to construct the same 
amount of new space. These projects are involved in preserving a 
part of Louisville's heritage. 
All the above mentioned examples have been st.imulated by the 
preservation movement and have been successful in drawing the 
attention of the public to the excellent rewards of preservation. 
The Main Street Program has stimulated the establishment of 
new business as is evident in Frankfort with the opening of Poor 
Richard's Books and the Tin Ceiling Kentucky Crafts Shop. 6 These 
and other businesses have been encouraged to locate in the histor-
ic districts of the five program cities. This program, while 
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• based on matching grants-in-aid from the state government, has 
succeeded in gaining the attention of the private investor. 
' People in business are involved in two areas ·in thi~ program. 
First, they are promoting preservation through the rehabilita-
114 
tion work being performed on their business properties; and, second,. 
they are helping to revitalize the downtown business area of their 
respective towns. The outcome of the Main Street Program will be 
that the business man will be able to protect both his environ-
ment and his future at the same time. 
The reconstruction of Fort Harrod and Fort Boonesboro has 
provided the already lengthy list of historic places with two 
more excellent tourist attractions. The Christmas season brings 
visitors to each of the historic districts throughout the state. 
Two prominent examples of Christmas celebrations are held in 
Gratz Park in Lexington and in Washington in Mason County. Each 
event is given coverage in both the newspapers and special news 
segments on the television stations in central Kentucky. 
With· the preservation work done, especially in the old neigh-
borhood areas, these properties have increased in value. This 
increased property value again proves that there are many facets 
to the preservation program. When the properties are appraised 
at a higher rate, that means additional revenue is collected 
through property taxes by the loca 1 governments. A 1 so in a dis~ 
trict in which preservation is occurring, the value of the unim-
proved property is also increased. 
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Jobs Created by Preservation 
From the preservation-stimulated revitalization projects, have 
come numerous jobs. Restoration work requires the services of 
both skilled and unskilled laborers. The preservation movement 
has been responsible for the resurgence of a great many handcrafts-
men, especially in the areas of plaster work and interior and ex-
terior detailing in wood. Restoration also involves the need for 
a wide range of information, materials, and talents. Various 
catalogs are on the market to aid the preservationist, but the 
most recognized leader in the field is the one published by The 
Old-House Journal. The Old-House Journal Catalog is an exhaus~ 
tive listing of companies providing products and services as well 
as exterior building materials and supplies; exterior ornament 
-
and architectural details; interior hardware, plumbing and house 
fittings; lighting fixtures and parts; antique and recycled house 
parts; and restoration services. According to the information 
presented in this catalog, Kentucky has a variety of suppliers 
located in Covington, Lexington, and Louisville. 
As has been previously noted, the emphasis in the preserva-
tion movement is now on the revitalization of neighborhoods, and 
this emphasis is producing excellent results. Toward the goal 
of he 1 ping the neighborhood program is the new Inner-City Ventures 
Fund "established with a $400,000 grant from the Secretary of the 
Interior's Discretionary Fund and $100,000 from the National Trust. 
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It is designed to assist neighborhood self-help groups acquire 
housing in historic districts to aid low-income residents, particu-
larly minorities. 117 This program is only for neighborhoods either 
already on or eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
Historyless Preservation 
Some preservationists are concerned that.there is increasingly 
too much "historyless pre~ervation." Larry E. ·Tise, State Historic 
Preservation Officer for North Carolina and President of the Nation-
al Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers, believes 
that the preservation movement is losing focus. He feels that 
many Preservationists have begun 
•.. to conceive that they could take on the task of 
conserving the eriti rety of the nation's -useabl e built 
environment, that they could solve the jlls of urban 
deterioration and that they could recover the nation's 
neighborhoods. With the adoption·of these goals 
American preservationists suddenly lost their essential 
focus on preserving historic properties and began aiming 
at the _rehabilitation of American society.8 
There is a marked difference in the preserving of historic 
properties and in the conservation of buildings and sites which 
have no historical significance. "The most important term in the 
vocabulary of preservationists should be historical significance. 119 
Preservation and Recent Developments 
The American preservation movement is at a "preservation cross-
road." The choice of merging with the "mass.es in the marketplace 
of real property, finance, urban redevelopment, the housing market 
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and all else1110 wil 1 place the interest of money and making a pro-
fit above the interest of preserving those sights which are actually 
part of the history of our country. "Along the one path we may 
lose our history. Along the other we may just succeed in preser-
ving our past. 1111 
There is evidence of this in Kentucky. Richard Decamp, direc-
tor of the Lexington-Fayette County Historic Commission, recently 
observed, "Some developers now will call me and start to talk turkey. 
They.want to know if there are any old buildings they can work with 
to get tax act advantages. 1112 This exemplifies the trend that 
preservation could be taking in the near future not only in other 
states, but also here in Kentucky. 
New Federal Policies Concerning Preservation 
Preservation is also going through a change at the Federal 
' 
level. The Federal government is in the process of placing the 
state and local governments in charge of preservation, except for 
the federally owned or controlled historic properties. This has 
always been the goal of the preservation movement and is the main 
reason that each state had its own· State Historic Preservation 
Officer. The actual supervision of preservation activities· has 
been carried out by·an agency in each state, with the Office of 
Archeology and Preservation making the fi~al decision on each pre-
servation proposal. 
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The Reagan administration has succeeded in cutting the budget· 
in many areas throughout the government, and the preservation pro-
gram was no exception. Budget cuts are not the only changes which 
have occurred regarding the futul'.e of preservation. In 1980; 
Congress amended the National ·Historic Preservation Act to increase 
the role of the state governments in historic prese_rvation. One 
of the major changes was that the state historic preservation 
officers were given federal statutory status. In addition each 
state was instructed to make provisions for each local _government 
to participate in the nomination of sites to the National Register 
and in the fun.ding programs related to the site. One observation 
is: 
President Reagan's proposed budget cuts, as well as his 
stated intent to rely more on state and local gover.:nments 
in dealing with many public issues, and will reinforce a 
trend already underway. The message I draw .... is that 
for the most part preservation will be done locally - or it 
will not be done at all.13 . 
Responsibility for Preservation Shifting to Local Communities 
This shift of responsibility to the local communities will 
not be as difficult now as it might have been ten years ago. For 
one thing the private sector is recognizing that preservation can 
.be a profitable venture. Another point that should be mentioned 
is the' majority· of the threat to historic sites has almost always 
come from the actions of private citizens rather than from govern-
mental agencies. A most excellent example of this is the situation 
in which the City of Louisville sued the Wo~en's Club over the· 
_planned destruction of two houses. The two houses in question 
were part of an his.torical district and under the protection of 
Louisville's historic preservation ordinance which was passed 
in 1973. T~e Women's Club wanted to tear down these houses 
in order to create a parking lot. This has been the plight of 
countless a·rchi tectura l treasures throughout the state and 
nation. In this case the court ruled that the houses should.be· 
14 
spared, but not every case has this outcome. The new provisions 
to the National Historic Preservation Act places the control of 
_ local areas di_rectly 'in the hands of the local governments. 15 
In areas in which-preservation is strongly supported, this will, 
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in most cases, aid the benefit of the preservationists; but in areas 
where preservation is not supported, there will be many instances 
in which irreplaceable architectural treasures will be torn d·own to 
make way for parking lots, fast food establishments, etc. Unless 
the local concerned citizens unite and take action similar to that 
taken by the citizens of Louisville, preservation is likely to 
suffer greatly.· 
The defederalization of the preservation movement will place 
a new challenge to those involved. In order to save more and 
more historical sites, more and better adaptive uses will have to 
be devised. There can be only so many civic centers, restaurants, 
and craft shops; therefore, the burden of adaptive use is going to 
be one of the major hurdles preservationists will have to conquer. 
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''The challenge is to establish our priorities. It is a 
problem to which we had best address ourselves forcefully and soon.1116 
National Preservation Conference Held in Louis'vi 11 e 
In 1982, Louisville was host for the Thirty-sixth National 
Preservation Conference at which nine main topics were discussed. 
The major topics were Fund Raising; Preservation and the New 
Federalism; Neighborhood Conservation; and Main Street Revitaliza-
tion. 17 But the main focus of the conference was on funding and 
keeping the preservation movement strong in these economically 
hard times. A new preservation group was introduced at the confer-
ence. This group, Americans for Historic Preservation, "is the 
first political action committee (PAC) organized to raise funds 
to help elect pro-preservation candidates to Congress. 11_ The chair-
man for PAC, Leopold Adler, II, stated, "Our goal is to give these 
18 candidates the public and financial support that they need." 
This and other groups will probably be formed all over the nation 
in an effort to further the causes of preservation through candidates 
now that the federal role is declining. 
Even though financial issues were foremost on the minds of 
those who came to Louisville last year, "a fiery activist spirit 
. 19 
remained strong at the convention." 
The future for preservation is surely to become the sole 
responsibility of the private sector.. With this in mind, preser-. 
vationists will have to seek financial support from sources which 
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have not been to this time fully developed. Several of these areas 
are planned giving, corporate support, and foundation support. 
Each of these will provide funds for special interests associated 
with their particular area. 
From the issues discussed at the conference in Louisville 
and from the current literature, preservation not only in Kentucky 
but also in the nation as a whole, will in the future continue 
to sponsor new programs and will support them with fresh sources 
of income. Preservation will be an effective part of the American 
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CONCLUSION 
In the preceding pages, the evolution of the architecture of 
Kentucky and the various ways in which it has been preserved have 
been presented. It has been-my purpose to give only a survey of 
these areas, for a work of this length could under no circumstances 
give anin-<lepth study of either area. I hope the material pre-
sented will encourage those interested in learning-more about 
either the architecture of Kentucky, or the preservation movement 
to further research either or both of the·se areas. 
I concur with the following statement by Rexford Newcomb: 
"If Kentuckians will attend to the important duty of safe-
guarding the tangible record of the state's. rich historic past, 
Kentucky may become for the Middle West an historic shrine com-
, . 1 
parable to the Old Dominion and New England." 
1 






ILLUSTRATION 1 (Top) 
Reconstruction of Fort Harrod 
Newcomb. Architecture in Old Kentucky. Plate 4 
ILLUSTRATION 2 (Center) 
Singlepen Log Cabin 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 3 
ILLUSTRATION 3 (Bottom) 
Dogtrot House 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 9 
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ILLUSTRATION 4 (Top) 
Saddlebag House 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 8 
ILLUSTRATION 5 (Bottom) 
DuPuy House 
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ILLUSTRATION 6 
Whitley House 




Examples of Early and Late Georgian Style 
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Federal Hill 





Floor Plan for Federal Hill 
Newcomb. Architecture in Old Kentucky. p. 43 
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Floor Plan for Wickland 
Newcomb. Architecture in Old Kentucky. p. 43 
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Designed by Latrobe (Top) As 'Built by Pope (Bottom) 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 55 
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Example of Federal Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 11 
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Kennedy Drawing for Building at Transylvania University 
(Top) Original drawing-
(Bottom) As Built (Artists recreation) 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 70 
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ILLUSTRATION 16 (Top) 
ExamP.le of Greek Revival Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 12 
ILLUSTRATION 17 (Bottom) 
Old State House Designed by Shryock 
Newcomb. Arc hi tee tu re in Old Kentucky. Pl ate 48 
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Dreek Revival 1815,.184D 
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ILLUSTRATION 18 
Floor Plan for Old State House 
Newcomb.· Architecture in Old Kentucky. p. 112 
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Old Morrison at Transylvania University 
Newcomb. Architecture in Old Kentucky. Plate 49 

ILLUSTRATION 20· (Top) 
Jefferson ·Cou·nty Courthouse Designed by Shryock 
Newcomb. Architecture in Old Kentucky. p. 116 
ILLUSTRATION 21 (Bottom) 
Example of Gothic-Revival Style 
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Gothic Revival 1835-188D 
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ILLUSTRATION 22 
Botherum Designed by John McMurtry 





Loudoun Designed by John McMurtry 




Ingelside Designed by John McMurtry 
(Top) South Side 
(Bottom) North Side 
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House Designed and Lived in by John McMurtry 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 117 

ILLUSTRATION 26 
Cathederal of the Assumption in Louisville 




Pisgah (Presbyterian) Church near Lexington 





Example of Italianate Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 13 

ILLUSTRATION 29 
Ashland,Home of Henry Clay Original Design Federal 







Ashland,Home of Henry Clay Rebuilt in Italianate Style 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. p. 138 
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Lyndhurst. Designed by John McMurtry (Top) 
Floor Plan of Lyndhurst (Bottom) 
Lancaster. Ante Bellum Houses of the Bluegrass. pp. 142-145 
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ILLUSTRATION 32 
Example-of French Renaissance Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 13 

ILLUSTRATION 33 
Ford Mansion Designed by Henry Whitestone 
Antiques April 1974 p. 855 
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ILtUSTRATION 34 (Top) 
Example of Carpenter Gothic Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 12 
ILLUSTRATION 35 (Center) 
Example of Queen Anne Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 12 
ILLUSTRATION 36 (Bottom) 
Example of Stick Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 14 
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Carpenter Duthie 1870-1910 
auea11 Anne 1875-1900 
Stick Style 1875-1900 
ILLUSTRATION 37 (Top) 
Example of Shingle Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 14 
ILLUSTRATION 38 (Center) 
Example of Bungalow Style 
Labine. ·The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 14 
ILLUSTRATION 39 (Bottom) 
Example of Mission Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 14 
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Shingle St7la ,1886:--1900. 
Bungalow 1900-,-193D 
· Mission Revival 1895-194D 
ILLUSTRATION 40 (Top) 
Example of Classic American Farmhouse Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 15 
ILLUSTRATION 41 (Center) -
Example of Colonial Revival Style 
-Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 15 
ILLUSTRATION 42 (Bottom) 
Example of Tudor Revival Style 
Labine. The Old House Journal Compendium. p. 15 
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Ferguson Mansion 
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